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ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made between the Safeway Stores, Inc. hereinafter referred to as the “Em­ployer” and Local Union No._______ , affiliated withthe International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauf­feurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of America, here­inafter called the “Union”.
The Union is affiliated with the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehouse­men and Helpers of America, but the International Brotherhood of Teamsters is not a contracting party hereto.
ARTICLE 1
It is understood that the Employer agrees to rec­ognize Local Union No------------, affiliated with theInternational Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of America, as the sole bargaining agency for all employees working in classifications herein contained and agrees not to discriminate in any way against the members of said Locals on account of their Union affiliation.
ARTICLE 2
Section 1—Exclusive Representative
The Employer recognizes and acknowledges that the above Local Union, affiliated with the Southern Conference of Teamsters is the exclusive representa­tive of all employees in the classifications of work covered by this Agreement for the purpose of collec­tive bargaining as provided by the National Labor Relations Act as amended.
Section 2—Union Shop
All present employees who are members of the Local Union on the effective date of this subsection or on the date of execution of this Agreement, which­ever is later, shall remain members of the Local Union in good standing as a condition of employ­ment. All present employees who are not members
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of the Local Union and all employees who are hired hereafter shall become and remain members in good standing of the Local Union as a condition of em­ployment on and after the 31st day following the beginning of their employment or on and after the 31st day following the date of the execution of this subsection whichever is the later. This provision shall be made and become effective as of such time as it may be made and become effective under the provisions of the National Labor Relations Act, as amended, but not retroactively.
Section 3—Additional EmployeesWhen the Employer needs additional employees, he shall give the Local Union equal opportunity with all other sources to provide suitable applicants, but the Employer shall not be required to hire those re­ferred by the Local Union.
Section 4—State Requirements
No provision of this Article shall apply in any State to the extent that it may be prohibited by State Law. If under applicable State Law additional requirements must be met before any such provi­sions may become effective, such additional require­ments shall first be met.
Section 5—InvalidityIf any provision of this Article is invalid under the law of any State wherein this Agreement is ex­ecuted, such provision shall be modified to comply with the requirements of State Law or shall be ne­gotiated for the purpose of adequate replacement. If such negotiations shall not result in mutually satis­factory agreement, either party shall be permitted all legal or economic recourse.
Section 6—AmendmentsTo the extent such amendments may become per­missible under Federal and/or State Law during the life of this Agreement as a result of legislative, ad­ministrative or judicial determination, all of the pro­visions of this Article for greater Union Security that would then be permissible shall apply.
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( The Employer agrees that each newly hired em- y ployee will be sent to the Union office before start­ing work for a referral card which shall be issued by the Union without obligation on the part of said applicant and the said applicant shall otherwise work under the provisions of this Agreement. This section shall not apply in the States of Arkansas and Texas.
Section 8—No ViolationsNothing contained in this Article shall be con­strued so as to require the Employer to violate any applicable law.
Section 9—Probationary Period ---y
A new employee shall work under the provisions of this Agreement, but shall be employed only on a thirty (30) calendar days trial basis, during which period he may be discharged without further re­course; provided, however, that the Employer may not discharge or discipline for the purpose of evad­ing this Agreement or discriminating against Union Members. After thirty (30) calendar days, the em­ployee shall be placed on the regular seniority list.
ARTICLE 3
Section 7—New Employees
Grievance and Arbitration
Section 1—Filing GrievancesShould any difference, dispute, or complaint arise over the interpretation or application of the contents 'o f  this Agreement, such matters must be taken up within ten days of the alleged grievance and an earn­est effort shall be made by both parties to settle the \  matter promptly through the following steps:
Step 1. By conference between the aggrieved em- , ployee, the Shop Steward and/or the Business Agent and the Department Manager. If the dispute is not \  adjusted, the Department Manager will be required to give his information and answer to the Union within fifteen (15) working days.
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Step 2. By conference between the Shop Steward and/or the Business Agent and the Warehouse Op­erations Manager.
Step 3. In the event the last step fails to settle the grievance, it shall be referred to a Board of Arbitra­tion. There shall be a permanent Arbitration Board comprised of four members; two representing the Union and two representing the Employer. The Chairman of the Union Negotiating Committee and/or his appointee(s) shall represent the Union. The Branch Manager of Safeway Stores Industrial Relations Department and/or his appointee (s) shall represent the Company, representatives to serve as permanent Arbitrators and alternates shall be sub­mitted in writing within ten days following the sign­ing of this Agreement. The Board shall meet on a mutually agreeable date within fifteen (15) days after the request is made by the complaining party’s Chairman.
Any majority decision reached by these permanent arbitrators shall be final and binding on both parties. However, if they are unable to reach an agreement another neutral party shall be selected within ten (10) days. The procedure outlined below shall be followed in selecting the neutral arbitrator.
Section 2—Appeal to Arbitration
The Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service shall be requested to furnish a list of arbitrators. The Party requesting the arbitration shall strike the first name and the other party shall strike the next name alternately until only one name remains, then this one whose name remains shall be the neutral arbitrator.
Both parties agree to diligently see to it that the case proceeds to arbitration within thirty (30) days.
Section 3—No Strikes
It is agreed that during above procedure there ' shall be no lockouts, strikes or stoppages of work.
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The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on both parties; however, the Board of Arbi­tration shall be limited to the interpretation of the Agreement and shall not be vested with the power to change, add to, modify or alter the terms of the Agreement. Failure of either party to comply with the arbitrator’s award or failure to meet or failure or refusal to submit to the grievance procedure, in ac­cordance with the Sections above, shall provide the other party the right to all economic or legal re­course.
Section 5—Expense of Arbitration
The expenses of the representatives appointed by the Union shall be paid by the Union and the ex­penses of the representatives of the Employer shall be paid by the Employer. Any expense incurred by the fifth or neutral member will be borne equally by the Employer and the Union.
Section 4—Decision of Arbitrator
ARTICLE 4 
Protection of Rights
Section 1.
It shall not be a violation of this Agreement and it shall not be cause for discharge or disciplinary action if any employee or employees refuse to go through or work behind a lawful picket line author­ized by a Local Union.
Section 2.The Union agrees to give the Employer twenty- four (24) hours advance notice in writing of its in­tention to recognize or establish a picket line at the Employer’s places of business before the picket line is established or recognized. The purpose of this notice is for the sole purpose of removing perish­ables only.
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ARTICLE 5 
Seniority
Section 1.Seniority for warehouse _ and pre pakt employees shall prevail on a plant-wide basis for the purpose of lay-off and recall.The last person hired shall be the first laid off. The first person laid off shall be the last recalled.
Section 2.Seniority within departments, excluding the truck­ing department, shall prevail for the following:
1. Selection of new jobs or permanent vacancies.
2. Selection of vacation period.
3. Selection of shift starting time within the classi­fication.4. Call in for extra work or off-day work within the classification.6. Selection of holiday work within the classifica­tion and shift.6. Performing bid work.7. Overtime work on a daily basis, in excess of 30 minutes, except in cases of emergency, within the classification.
Section 3—Posting of Positions To accomplish the selection of new jobs or per­manent vacancies, such new jobs or vacancies shall be posted for a period of three (3) work days for bid by employees working in the department where the vacancies exists, with a copy sent to the Local Union.
Section 4—Assignments
(a) The employee with the highest seniority who bids on the job shall receive the job provided he is qualified to perform the work. Assignments will be made on the first day of the next work week after the closing of bids. During bidding period, and until the new employee is installed in job, the employer
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will designate employee to fill vacancy. If, within the trial period of thirty (30) days, the employee is disqualified, he will be changed back to his former job at former rate of pay.
(b) An employee may not bid back to his former job within six (6) months after a successful bid.
Section 5—Lay-off Transfer
Any employee transferred to another department as a result of layoff due to reduction of force shall be given an opportunity to return to his original department when the force is increased.
Section 6.Seniority shall prevail in the trucking department for truck drivers as follows:
1. Selection of vacation period.
2. Layoff in reducing the work force.
3. Recall when force is increased.
4. Assignment of scheduled work in accordance with driver’s bid contained herein.
5. Holiday work will be offered according to sen­iority, except bid schedule that operates on the holiday (except birthday, floating holiday), option of running a bid schedule on a holiday will be left to the driver of the bid schedule. Where driver of bid schedule does not desire to run and notifies the company in writing seven (7) days in advance, the run will first go to the driver by seniority who has signed up seven (7) days in advance to work the holiday. When the above drivers have been exhausted the run will be assigned to the youngest driver.
6. In the dispatching of drivers, the principle of seniority shall apply as close as possible con­sidering the guaranteed work week and over­time pay.
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Section 7—Loss of Seniority 
fef7  Seniority shall be broken only by discharge, vol­untary quit or more than one year layoff. In the event of a layoff an employee so laid off shall be given seven (7) days notice of recall mailed to his last known address by certified mail. In the event the employee fails to make himself available for work at the end of said seven (7) days he shall lose all seniority rights.
Section 8—Seniority List
A list of employees arranged in the order of their seniority, with seniority dates, shall be posted in June and December each year in a conspicuous place in their department, with a copy to Local Union. Any controversy over the seniority standing of an em­ployee on the seniority list shall be taken up within thirty (30) days and if no agreement can be reached, it will be submitted to the grievance procedure for settlement. Failure of employee to protest position within the above specified time limit shall forfeit right to protest. <
Section 9—Layoff.^In case of layoff, employees shall be given two (2) days notice in writing prior to the end of em- QU ployee’s work week, or two (2) days pay in lieu of such notice, with a copy to the local union affected.
ARTICLE 6
Section 1—Maintenance of StandardsThe Employer agrees that all conditions of em­ployment relating to wages, hours of work, over­time differentials and general working conditions shall be maintained at not less than the highest min­imum standards in effect at the time of the signing of this Agreement, and the conditions of employment shall be improved wherever specific provisions for improvement are made elsewhere in this Agreement.
Section 2—Extra AgreementsThe Employer agrees not to enter into any agree­ment or contract with his employees individually or
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collectively, which in any way conflicts with the terms and provisions of this Agreement. The Em­ployer is permitted to make and enforce any reason- /  able Company rules which do not conflict with the provisions of this Agreement. The Local Union shall be furnished a copy of such rules and unless pro­tested by the Local Union in writing within ten (10) working days after receipt of such rules shall be­come effective.
Section 3—New EquipmentWhere new types of equipment, for which rates of pay are not established by this Agreement, are put ' into use, rates governing such operations shall be subject to negotiations between the parties.
ARTICLE 7
Uniforms
Should any employee coming under the jurisdic­tion of this contract be required to wear special uni­forms, the same shall be furnished and maintained at the Employer’s expense. Aprons will be furnished, to regular produce drivers, produce warehouse em­ployees and Pre-Pakt employees who are regularly required to handle wet produce. Aprons will be re­placed when worn out and turned into management with a maximum of three (3) aprons per year. Pro­tective footwear shall be furnished and maintained for Produce and Pre-Pakt employees who are re­quired to stand or work in water.
All employees working in the Freezer Locker shall be furnished the necessary equipment and the equip­ment shall be maintained at the Employer’s expense.
ARTICLE 8
Illness
Section 1—Job ProtectionIt is further agreed that any employee covered by this Contract who may be absent from work on ac­count of personal illness which has been properly re­ported, on his return will be given the job he was on
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before such illness occurred, provided he is physic­ally able to perform his previous work.
Section 2—ReportingEach employee shall notify his Department Head when absent or unavoidably detained from reporting to work not later than two (2) hours after starting time.
Section 3—Sick LeaveThe Company policy on sick leave shall apply for all employees coming under jurisdiction of this Agreement. Only actual time lost because of illness or accident for which sick pay is received will be charged against employee’s accrued sick leave.
ARTICLE 9
Damage and Defective Equipment 
Section 1—Loss or DamageEmployees shall not be required to pay for loss or damage.
Section 2—All trucks are to be equipped with heaters and de­frosters.
Section 3—The Employer shall not require employees to take put on the streets or highways any vehicle or op­erate any equipment in the warehouse that is not in safe operating condition or equipped with safety ap­pliance prescribed by law. It shall not be a violation of this Agreement if an employee refuses to operate such equipment unless the refusal is unjustified. Ve­hicles or equipment that are not mechanically safe shall be reported on forms supplied by the employer. The employer shall not require an employee to drive equipment so reported until it has been repaired.
ARTICLE 10 
Vacations
Section 1—Schedule of Benefits It is agreed that all employees coming under the 
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jurisdiction of this Agreement, shall at the end of fifty-two (52) weeks continuous service with the firm be entitled to one (1) week vacation with pay.N All employees with three (3) years continuous service shall be entitled to two (2) weeks vacation with pay. All employees with eight (8) years continuous serv­ice shall be entitled to three (3) weeks vacation with pay. All employees with sixteen (16) years continu­ous service shall be entitled to four (4) weeks vaca­tion with pay; employees to pick their vacation by order of seniority, and said period to have the ap­proval of their employer.
\Effective January 1, 1975 all employees with fif­teen (15) years of continuous service shall be en­titled to four (4) weeks vacation with pay. <j\oEffective January 1, 1976, all employees with twenty (20) years of continuous service shall be en­titled to five (5) weeks vacation with pay.
Section 2—No Loss of Benefits At the end of fifty-two (52) weeks service or three (3) years service, or eight (8) years service, or six­teen (16) years service, or fifteen (15) years service effective January 1, 1975, or twenty (20) years serv­ice effective January 1, 1976, whatever the length of service, if an employee either resigns or is dis­charged before taking his vacation, he shall have one (1) weeks pay or two (2) weeks pay, or three (3) weeks pay, or four (4) weeks pay, or effective Jan­uary 1, 1975, three (3) weeks pay, or effective Jan- ' uary 1, 1976 five (5) weeks pay, in lieu of same.
Section 3—Absence
Absences during the anniversary year not in ex­cess of thirty (30) consecutive days shall be consid­ered as time worked when computing vacation eligi­bility. The Company may require an employee to make up absences in excess of thirty (30) consecu­tive days not compensated for in an anniversary year.
— 17 —
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Section 4—Anniversary DateAll employees with three (3) or more years of service shall have January 1st of each year as their anniversary date for the purpose of selecting vaca­tion. Employees who quit or terminate after their va­cation, but before their employment anniversary date shall reimburse the company or the company may withhold from his final check the amount of prepaid, unearned vacation on a pro rata basis.
Section 5—Employees with three (3) or more years of service who guit or terminate will be entitled to pro rata vacation pay except in cases of dishonesty. Pro rata will be two (2) weeks equal 1/6 of a week’s pay per month of service, three weeks equal % of a week’s pay per month of service, four (4) weeks equal 1/3 of a week’s pay per month of service and five (5) weeks equal 5/12 of a week’s pay per month of service.
Section 6—
At least ten percent (10%) of the employees on a departmental basis will be allowed to go on vaca­tions at any one time except at least five percent (5%) will be allowed to go on vacation in holiday weeks. However at least one (1) will be allowed to go on vacation in either regular weeks or holiday weeks.
ARTICLE 11 
Leave of Absence
Section 1—Union ActivityThe Employer agrees to grant the necessary time off, without discrimination or loss of seniority rights and without pay, to any employee designated by the Union to attend a labor convention or serve in any other capacity or other official Union business not to exceed thirty (30) days providing twenty-four (24) hours written notice is given to the Employer by the Union specifying length of time off. The Union agrees that in making its request for time off for
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Union activities due consideration will be given to the number of men affected in order that there shall be no disruption of the Employer’s operation due to lack of available employees.
Section 2—Personal Leave 
Any employee desiring lea^e of absence from his employment shall secure written permission from both the Union and the Employer. Failure to com­ply with this provision shall result in complete loss of seniority rights of the employee involved. Any employee using a leave of absence as a subterfuge shall forfeit his seniority rights and job. An em­ployee shall not accept employment elsewhere when on leave of absence unless mutually agreed upon between the Employer and the Union. Inability to work because of proven illness or injury while on duty shall not result in loss of seniority rights. Section 3—Maternity Leave 
The pregnancy leave of absence shall be granted when request for such is submitted in writing and— accompanied by a physician’s statement certifying that the employee is pregnant and giving the begin­ning date and expiration date of such leave.
G 3o ARTICLE 12 Jury Duty
The Employer agrees to pay a full day’s pay (eight (8) hours) at straight time hourly classifica­tion rates for each day an employee is required to serve and does serve on any jury, provided his de­partment is scheduled to work on the day or days actually served on the jury.Drivers shall be accredited with eight (8) hours for each day served on the jury and worked accord­ingly for the remainder of the guaranteed work week.
ARTICLE 13
Schedule of Wages and Hours
Exhibit “A” attached hereto and made a part hereof.
ARTICLE 14 
Holidays
(p Section 1—Schedule of Benefits
>1 All employees shall receive eightu*# - - ......................
E
(8) hours pay ^for the following holidays without working on such < days:
New Year’s Day Memorial Day Fourth of July Labor Day Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day Employee’s Birthday Floating Holiday Effective January 1, 1976 an Additional Floating Holiday.
Section 2—Holiday Work
Work performed on these holidays shall be paid for at the rate of one and one-half (1%) times< th e» straight time hourly rate, which shall be in addition to the regular holiday pay. The regular holiday pay may be used in making up the weekly guarantee, however, the premium pay for holiday work shall be in addition to the regular weekly guarantee.
Section 3—Qualifications for Pay ,Any employee failing to report for work the sched­uled work day preceding the holiday and/or the scheduled work day following the holiday shall not receive pay for such holiday except in cases of ex­cused absence or absence due to sickness not to ex­ceed thirty (30) days or on job injury not to exceed six (6) months.
Section 4—Holiday on SundayWhen a holiday falls on Sunday the following Monday shall be observed as the legal holiday.
Section 5—Holiday in VacationEach employee covered by this Agreement shall be given an extra day’s pay or an additional day’s va­cation with pay when a holiday occurs in his vaca­tion week(s).
During the holiday week the guarantee shall be
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accomplished in the first four (4) days worked, ex­cluding time worked on the holiday.
Section 6—Overtime Holiday Week
Time and one-half (1%) will be paid for all hours worked in excess of thirty-two (32) in any holiday week.
Section 7—Holiday PeriodFor the purpose of determining premium pay for work performed on a holiday the contractural holi­day shall be from 12:01 A.M. to 12:00 P.M. midnight of the holiday.
Section 8—Employees with one or more years of service shall be granted a floating holiday each year. Effective January 1, 1976, employees with one or more years of service shall be granted one additional floating ^holiday each year (total of 2). The day selected by the employee will be given to the employer two (2) weeks in advance. The employer shall not be re­quired to grant the floating holiday in a holiday week. The Company shall not be required to allow more than 5% of the employees on a departmental basis to observe the floating holiday on the same day.
,  ARTICLE 15
Union Liability
It is agreed that there will be no strikes on the part of the Union or lockouts on the part of the Em­ployer pending settlement of a dispute in accordance with this grievance procedure herein established.
It is further agreed mutually that the Local Union will, within two (2) weeks of the date of the sign­ing of this Agreement, serve upon the Employer a written notice, which notice will list the Union’s au-\\ thorized representatives who will deal with the Em; \  -" ployer, make commitments for the Union generally', and in particular have the sole authority to act for ✓
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the Union in calling or instituting strikes or any stoppage of work, and the Union shall not be liable for any activities unless so authorized. It is further agreed that in all cases of an unauthorized strike, slowdown, walkout, or any unauthorized cessation of work, the Union shall not be liable for damages re­sulting from such unauthorized acts of its members. While the Union shall undertake every reasonable means to induce such employees to return to their jobs during any such period of unauthorized stop­page of work mentioned above, it is specifically un­derstood and agreed that the Employer during the first twenty-four (24) hour period of such unau­thorized work stoppage shall have the sole and com­plete right of discipline short of discharge and such Union members shall not be entitled to or have any recourse to any other provisions of this Agreement. After the first twenty-four (24) hour period of such stoppage and if such stoppage continues, however, the Company shall have the sole and complete right to immediately discharge any Union member par­ticipating in any unauthorized strike, slowdown, walkout, or any other cessation of work and such Union member shall not be entitled to or have any recourse to any other provisions of this Agreement. It is further agreed and understood that the Local Union shall not be liable for any strike, breach or default in violation of this Agreement not author­ized by the Local Union.
ARTICLE 16
Rest Periods0 There shall be two (2) fifteen (15) minute rest periods daily; one during the first part of the shift and one in the second part.
Where employees are going to work ten (10) hours or more in one day, an additional fifteen (15) minute rest period will be provided.
Where it is known employees are going to work ten (10) hours or more, the third (3rd) fifteen (15)
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minute rest period will be taken at the end of eight(8) hours.
&/*-/ ARTICLE 17 Funeral Leave
In the event of death in an employee’s immediate family (employee’s parents, spouse, children, bro­thers, sisters, father-in-law, mother-in-law, grand­children or grandparents) the employee shall be en­titled to be absent from work for such time as is necessary to make arrangements for and attend the funeral up to a maximum of three (3) days. During such absence, the employee shall be compensated at his straight time hourly classification rate for such regular working time lost. Such absentee compensa­tion shall not include pay for lost overtime, vacation time, or premium pay. It shall include paid holiday pay and night premium pay. It is understood that an employee will be allowed one (1) day off to attend funeral of other close relatives with pay for working time lost. Close relatives under this Article shall mean brother-in-law, sister-in-law, niece .nephew, uncle, aunt and first cousins. Dishonesty under the Article shall result in discharge.
ARTICLE 18 
Check Off £  II 
Section 1—Union Deductions
The Employer agrees to a check-off of Union membership dues consisting of monthly dues, initia­tion fees and uniform assessments, for all Union em­ployees covered by this Agreement, provided that the Union delivers to the employer a written au­thorization, signed by the employee, irrevocable for one year or expiration of this Agreement, whichever shall occur sooner. The Union shall certify to the Company, in writing each month, a list of members working for the Employer who have furnished to the Employer such authorization, together with an itemized statement of dues, initiation fees, and uni­form assessments owed, to be deducted for such
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month from the pay of such members. The Com­pany shall deduct and remit to the Union in one lump sum the amount so certified in respect to each such member from the first pay check of such mem­ber following the receipt of such certification of statement and within seven (7) days following such deduction remit the same to the Union. Check-off procedure and timing may be worked out locally.
Section 2—Other DeductionsThe Employer will recognize authorization for an annual DRIVE deduction from wages to be trans­mitted to the Local Union. No such authorization shall be recognized if in violation of State or Fed­eral law.
ARTICLE 19 
Stewards
Section 1—Designation
The Employer recognizes the right of the Union to designate stewards and alternates.
Section 2—AuthorityThe authority of stewards and alternates so des­ignated by the Union shall be limited to and shall not exceed the following duties and activities:
1. The investigation and presentation of grievances in accordance with the provisions of the collec­tive bargaining agreement.
2. The collection of dues when authorized by ap­propriate local union action.
3. The transmission of such messages, and infor­mation which shall originate with, and are authorized by the local union or its officers, provided such messages and information
(a) have been reduced to writing, or,
(b) if not reduced to writing, are of a routine nature and do not involve work stoppage,
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slow downs, refusal to handle goods, or any  other interference with the Employer’s busi­ness.
Stewards and alternates have no authority to take strike action, or any other action interrupting the employer’s business, except as authorized by official action of the Union.
Section 3—Unauthorized Actions
The Employer recognizes these limitations upon the authority of stewards and their alternates and shall not hold the Union liable for any unauthorized acts. The Employer in so recognizing such limita­tions shall have the authority to impose proper dis­cipline including discharge, in the event the steward has taken unauthorized strike action, slow down, or work stoppage in violation of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 20 
Bonds
Should the Employer require any employee to give bond, cash bond shall not be compulsory and any premium involved shall be paid by the Employer.
ARTICLE 21
Examinations
Physical, mental or other examinations required by the Employer shall be promptly complied with by all employees, provided, however, the Employer shall pay for all such examinations. The Employer shall not pay for any time spent, in the case of applicants for jobs, and shall be responsible to regu­lar employees only for time spent at the place of examination or examinations, where the time spent by the employee exceeds two (2) hours, and in that case only for those hours in excess of said two (2). Examinations are not to exceed one (1) in any one(1) year, unless the employee has suffered serious in­jury or illness during the year. Employees will not be required to take examinations during their work­ing hours. The Employer reserves the right to select
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its own medical examiner or physician, but the Union may, if it believes an injustice has been done an employee, have the employee re-examined at the Union’s expense. If the two doctors do not agree, these doctors shall select a third doctor, whose de­cision shall be final and binding.
ARTICLE 22
Pay Periods i
All regular employees covered by this Agreement shall be paid in full each week. Not more than sev­en (7) calendar days shall be held back on an em­ployee.
ARTICLE 23 
Workmen’s Compensation
The Employer agrees to carry compensation in­surance and to exert all possible means to obtain prompt payment of injury compensation claims by his compensation insurance carriers.When employee is injured on the job he will be paid the rest of the scheduled day, not to exceed a combined total of forty (40) hours for the week.
ARTICLE 24 
Military Clause
The Employees employment relationship with the Employer shall be subject to the Selective Service Training Act of 1940, including the subsequent amendments thereto.
ARTICLE 25 
Posting of Agreement
A copy of this Agreement shall be posted by the Employer at the Employer’s Plant or Branch Offices if requested by the Union in writing.
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ARTICLE 26 
Visitation Privilege 
Section 1—Examination of Records
Should any controversy arise pertaining to the computation of compensation due any employee sub­ject to the terms of this Agreement the Employer agrees to make available to the Union original time sheets for such employees.
Section 2—Access to PremisesUpon notification to the Employer, any accredited Union official shall be granted access to the Ware­house during working hours for the purpose of sat­isfying himself that the terms of this Agreement are being complied with. The Union officials will not abuse this privilege.
ARTICLE 27 
Discharge and Suspension 
Section 1—Cause for Action
The Employer shall not discharge nor suspend nor take any other disciplinary action as respects any employee without just cause, but in respect to discharge, suspension, or other disciplinary action shall give at least a verbal warning in the presence of the Steward and one warning notice of the com­plaint against such employee to the employee in writing, with a copy of same to the Union affected, except that no verbal or written warning notice need be given to an employee before he is suspended or dischargd if the cause of such suspension or dis­charge is dishonesty or drinking of or under the in­fluence of alcoholic beverages or narcotics while on duty, or carries or permits the carrying of illegal drugs or narcotics on his person or equipment that is prohibited by State or Federal law, or drinking of alcoholic beverages on Company property or reck- nessness resulting in serious accident while on duty,
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or the carrying of unauthorized passengers, permit­ting unauthorized persons to assist in unloading, or failure to perform regular duties as assigned.
Section 2—Written NoticeDischarge, suspension, or other disciplinary action must be by proper written notice to the employee and the Union affected. Warning notices shall have no force or effect after six (6) months from the date of issue.
Section 3—Investigation
Any employee may request an investigation as to his discharge, suspension, or other disciplinary ac­tion. Should such investigation prove that an injus­tice has been done an employee, he shall be rein­stated and, subject to the facts, he may be compen­sated at his usual rate of pay while he has been out of work, or otherwise made whole for loss or injury suffered as a result of any unjust discharge, sus­pension or other disciplinary action.
Section 4—Appeal of ActionAppeal from discharge, suspension or other dis­ciplinary action must be taken within five (5) days by written notice and a decision reached within ten (10) days from the date of discharge or suspension. If no decision has been rendered within ten (10) days the case shall then be taken up as provided for in Article 3 of this Agreement.
/
Section 5—Garnishment ActionIn the event of notice to the Employer of a gar­nishment against an employee the _ Employer will notify the employee in writing of said garnishment. If the employee fails to secure a release of the gar­nishment within seventy-two hours (excluding week­end and holidays) from the time of notice from the Employer, the employee shall be subject to a warn­ing notice. If the employee secure a release within the seventy-two (72) hours no action shall be taken. If the employee receives a second garnishment with­in six (6) months of the issuance of a warning letter
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and fails to secure release within seventy-two (72) hours from notice from Employer (excluding week­end and holidays) he shall be subject to discharge.
ARTICLE 28
Transfer of Company Title
The Union and the Employer agree to abide by the following procedure on seniority in the event that the Employer absorbs the business of another Cpmpany:
(1) In the event a Company absorbs the business of another Company, the employees of the Company absorbed may transfer to absorbing Company and be placed on the regular sen­iority list. The seniority list of both Compa­nies shall be consolidated.
(2) In the case of two or more companies incor­porate or consolidate, the same provisions as in Subsection (1) hereof shall prevail.
(3) If the minimum wage, hours, and working conditions in the Company absorbed differ from those minimums set forth in this Agree­ment, the higher of the two shall remain in effect.
ARTICLE 29
Separability and Savings Clause
If any Article or Section of this Agreement or any Rider thereto should be held invalid by opera­tion of law or by any tribunal of competent juris­diction or if compliance with or enforcement of any Article or Section should be restrained by such tri­bunal pending a final determination as to its val­idity, the remainder of this Agreement and of any Rider thereto, or the application of such Ar­ticle or Section to persons or circumstances other than those as to which it has been held invalid or as to which compliance with or enforcement of
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has been restrained shall not be affected thereby. In the event that any Article or Section is held in­valid or enforcement of or compliance with which has been restrained as above set forth, the parties affected thereby shall enter into immediate collec­tive bargaining negotiations, upon the request of the Union and/or the Employer for the purpose of ar­riving at a mutually satisfactory replacement for such Article or Section during the period of invalid­ity or restraint. If the parties do not agree on a mutually satisfactory replacement, either party shall be permitted all legal or economic recourse in sup­port of its demands notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement to the contrary.
£ £ -i
ARTICLE 30 
Management Rights
The management of the business and the direction of the working forces, including the right to plan, direct and control warehouse operations, hire, sus­pend or discharge for proper cause, transfer or re­lieve employees from duty because of lack of work or for other legitimate reasons, the right to study or introduce new or improved production methods or facilities are vested in the Employer, provided however, that this right shall be exercised with due regard for the rights of the employees and provided further that it will not'be used for the purpose of discriminating against any employee, or for the pur­pose of invalidating any contract provision.
ARTICLE 31
Pension
Effective for the month of June, 1974, the Em­ployer shall contribute to the CENTRAL STATES, SOUTHEAST AND SOUTHWEST AREAS PEN­SION FUND the sum of Seventeen Dollars ($17.00) per week for each employee covered by this Agree­ment who has been on the payroll thirty (30) days or more. The amount of such contribution shall be
increased to Nineteen Dollars and Fifty Cents ($19.50) per week for the month of June, 1975, and Twenty-Two Dollars ($22.00) per week effective for the month of June, 1976.
This Fund shall be the CENTRAL STATES, SOUTHEAST AND SOUTHWEST AREAS PEN- ION FUND. There shall be no other pension fund under this Agreement for operations under this Agreement or for operations under the Southeast and Central States Areas Agreements to which Em­ployers who are party to this Agreement are also parties.
By the execution of this Agreement, the Employer authorizes the Employers’ Associations which are parties hereto to enter into appropriate trust agree­ments necessary for the administration of such Fund, and to designate the Employer Trustees under such agreement, hereby waiving all notice thereof and ratifying all actions already taken or to be taken by such Trustees within the scope of their authority.
If an employee is absent because of illness or off- the-job injury and notifies the Employer of such ab­sence, the Employer shall continue to make the re­quired contributions for a period of four (4) weeks. If an employee is injured on the job, the Employer shall continue to pay the required contributions until such employee returns to work; however, such con­tributions shall not be paid for a period of more than twelve (12) months.
If an employee is granted a leave of absence, the Employer shall collect from said employee, prior to the leave of absence being effective, sufficient monies to pay the required contributions into the Pension Fund during the period of absence.
Contributions to the Pension Fund must be made for each week on each regular or extra employee even though such employee may work only part time under the provisions of this Agreement, including weeks where work is performed for the Employer
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but not under the provisions of this Agreement, and although contributions may be made for those weeks into some other pension fund. Employees who work either temporarily or in cases of emergency under the terms of this Agreement shall not be covered by the provisions of this paragraph.
Action for delinquent Pension contributions may be instituted by the Local Union, the Area Confer­ence or the Trustees. Employers who are delinquent must also pay all attorney’s fees and costs of col­lections.
/
ARTICLE 32 
No Discrimination
The Company and its representatives shall not discriminate against any employee on account of race, sex, creed, nationality, age or on account of —-  union affiliation or on account of any legitimate union activity.
The Union, its Officers and members shall not dis­criminate against any employee on account of race, sex, creed, nationality, age or on account of union affiliation.
ARTICLE 33
Insurance
The Company Group Insurance Plan shall be in effect during the life of this Agreement. The Com­pany’s dental program shall be in effect for em­ployees covered under the bargaining unit.
The dental program will become effective August 1, 1971, for all full time employees who are on the payroll as of June 1,1971.
All part-time employees in Pre-Pakt on the payroll as of June 1, 1971, will become eligible for the cov­erage the first of the month following the date of going to full time status.
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Any employee hired after June 1, 1971, shall be­come eligible for dental coverage the first of the month following one year of full time service.
The Company agrees that drivers will be allowed to have personal radios for their use, hook-up of radios to be approved by the Company.
Section 1—Employee’s Bail
The Company will furnish bail when the violation is caused by the driver carrying out the Company’s instructions.
Section 2—Suspension or revocation of License 
A driver who loses his license due to violations caused by the driver carrying out the Company’s instructions will be offered work, provided he is qualified.
All employees shall be allowed a lunch period of not more than one hour or less than thirty (30) minutes approximately in the middle of their shift.
All employees covered by this Agreement shall be covered by the provisions of cost-of-living allowance, as set forth in the section.
The amount of the cost-of-living allowance shall be determined and redetermined as provided below , on the basis of the “Consumer Price Index for Ur­ban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers (All Items) published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, U. S.
ARTICLE 34 
Radios
ARTICLE 35
ARTICLE 36 
Lunch Period
ARTICLE 37 
Cost of Living
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Department of Labor (1957-1959 =  100)” and re­ferred to herein as the “Index.”
The first cost-of-living allowance shall be effective the first pay period beginning on or after June 1, 1975, based on the difference between the Index figure of March, 1974, and the Index figure for February, 1975, and shall continue in effect until the first pay period beginning on and after June 2, 1976.
The second cost-of-living allowance shall be effec­tive the first pay period beginning on and after June 2, 1976, based on the difference between the Index figure of March, 1975, and the Index figure for February, 1976, and shall continue in effect to and including June 1, 1977. Adjustments in the cost- of-living allowance shall be made on the basis of changes in the Index as follows:
First Allowance:Index Increase from March, 1974There shall be a 14 per hour or .25 mill per mile adjustment or every .3 point increase in the Index.
For example: 
Allowance
First .3 point Second .3 point Third .3 point Fourth .3 point Fifth .3 point Sixth .3 point Seventh .3 point Eighth .3 point Ninth .3 point Tenth .3 point
Per Hour 1 4 243 44 45 46 4 148 49 4 10 4
Per Mile.25 mill .50 mill .75 mill1.00 mill1.25 mill1.50 mill 1.75 mill2.00 mill2.25 mill2.50 mill
Second Allowance:
Index Increase from March, 1975 
There shall be a 14 per hour or .25 mill per mile adjustment for every .3 point increase in the Index. There shall be a maximum of ten cents (104) per
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hour (or 2.50 mills per mile) adjustment payable under each of the two allowances.
In the event that the Bureau of Labor Statistics shall not issue the appropriate Index on or before the beginning of one of the pay periods referred to herein, any adjustment in the allowance required by such Index shall be effective at the beginning of the first pay period after receipt of such Index. No adjustments, retroactive or otherwise, shall be made in the amount of the cost-of-living allowance due to any revision which later may be made in the published figures for the Index for any month on the basis of which the allowance has been deter­mined. The cost-of-living allowance shall not become a fixed part of the base rates for any classification.
A decline in the Index shall not result in a re­duction of classification base rates.Continuance of the cost-of-living allowance shall be contingent upon the continued availability of of­ficial monthly Bureau of Labor Statistics Price In­dex in its present form and calculated on the same basis as the Index for 1965 unless otherwise agreed upon by the parties.
Cost-of-living increases, if any, shall be applied to the hourly and mileage rate.
ARTICLE 38 
Termination
Section 1—Duration
This Agreement shall be in full force and effect from June 2, 1974, to and including June 1, 1977, and shall continue in full force and effect from year to year thereafter unless written notice of desire to cancel or terminate the Agreement is served by either party upon the other at least sixty (60) days prior to date of expiration.
Section 2—Revisions or Termination Notice
It is further provided that where no such can­cellation or termination notice is served and the
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parties desire to continue said Agreement but also desire to negotiate changes or revisions in this Agreement, either party may serve upon the other a notice, at least sixty (60) days prior to June 1, 1977, or June 1, of any subsequent contract year ad­vising that such party desires to continue this Agree­ment but also desires to revise or change terms or conditions of such Agreement.Section 3
The representative parties shall be permitted all legal or economic recourse to support their request for revisions if the parties fail to agree therein.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have set their hands and seals this 13th day of June, 1974.
SOUTHERN SAFEWAY STORES, INC.CONFERENCE OF D. V. ColemanTEAMSTERSNEGOTIATINGCOMMITTEE
Charles HaddockChairman
Leo SnowLocal Union 886
J. C. NeelLocal Union 523
Charlie ThompsonLocal Union 577
James FrenchLocal Union 878
W. L. PilandLocal Union 745
Ray MonkLocal Union 745
LOCAL UNION NO________
B y --------------------------------------------------------------
Its __ __ ___________________________________
SAFEWAY STORES, INCORPORATED
B y --------------------------------------------------------------
Its ____________________________ ____________
This Contract is approved as to form only by the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of America, and in so doing the International Union assumes no liability whatsoever under this contract for the performance thereof or otherwise, and by such approval does not become a party to the Agreement.
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SCHEDULE A
Section A—Dallas, Texas
The following shall be the guaranteed minimum rates of pay and hours of work:
. / 6-2-74 EFFECTIVE6-1-75 6-6-76CLASSIFICATION 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk
1 Truck Drivers:1st 6 months $6.03 $6.39 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 6.22 6.59 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.'12 months &thereafter 6.31 6.69 plus 6% plus
Kegular Tow Motor
c.o.l.
Warehouse
" 0 6
c.o.l.
\
& Fork Lift Drivers& Order Fillers $6.13 $6.50 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Checker-Tow MotorFork Lift Drivers 6.19 
Warehousemen & Hand
6.56 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
Motorized Pallet , Truck Operators:1st 6 months 5.91 6.26 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.rr 2nd 6 months 5.97 6.33 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.P Thereafter 6.04 6.40 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Baggers-Packers & Stampers:1st 6 months 5.04 5.34 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.x- 2nd 6 months 5.10 5.41 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter 5.23 5.54 plusC.O.1. 6% plus c.o.l.
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EFFECTIVE6-2-74 6-1-75 6-6-76CLASSIFICATION
Maintenance Men:
40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk
1st 6 months 6.36 6.74 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 6.47 6.86 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.3rd 6 months 6.58 6.97 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.4th 6 months 6.69 7.09 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter 6.79 7.20 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Leadmen 6.90 7.31 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Yard Maintenance 6.13 6.50 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
Yard Maintenance will be established as a separate department.
The above rates are based on 8% increase in the classification rate for the period June, 1974 to June, 1975, 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 for the period June, 1975 to June, 1976, and an additional 6% plus cost-of-living allowance y referred to in Article 37 for the period covered June, 1976 to June, 1977.
> SCHEDULE A
Section A—Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
The following shall be the guaranteed minimum rates of pay and hours of work:
EFFECTIVE
CLASSIFICATION 6-2-74 40 hr. wk. 6-1-75 40 hr. wk. 6-6-76 40 hr. wkTruck Drivers: 1st 6 months $6.03 $6.39 plus 6% plus
2nd 6 months 6.22 c.o.l. 6.59 plus c.o.l. 6% plus
12 months & c.o.l. c.o.l.
Sleeper Cab Operations
thereafter 6.31 6.69 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.
Mileage Rate 16.75 17.50 plus 18.25 plusc.o.l. c.o.l.per Mile:Single Man Operation for Amarillo runs Per Mile 15.75 16.50 plus 17.25 plusc.o.l. c.o.l.
The mileage rate provided for sleeper cab drivers shall be divided equally between the two drivers con­stituting the sleeper team.
The hourly rate of pay for drivers shall be as pro­vided in this agreement and shall be paid for all work performed other than driving.
Breakdowns and Impassable Highways
Drivers shall be paid at their regular hourly rate for all time spent on such delays commencing with the first hour, or fraction thereof, but not to exceed eight (8) hours out of each twenty-four (24) hour period, except when an employee is required to re­main with equipment during such delay due to break­down or impassable highway and then they shall be paid for all such delay at their regular hourly rate. When an employee is held longer than an eight(8) hour period, he shall be paid for meals and lodg­ing. Pay for additional time shall be in addition to money earned for mileage driven and work per­formed.
Dead HeadingAny driver dead heading on company equipment shall be paid the applicable hourly rate for all hours so spent.
Any driver dead heading on any public conveyance shall be paid the applicable hourly rate for all hours so spent plus the cost of first class transportation.
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Sleeper Cab Operations will not be used on runs less than 500 mile round trip.
Warehouse and Mechanics
EFFECTIVE6-2-74 6-1-75 6-6-76CLASSIFICATION
Mechanics
40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk
(heavy duty) 
Mechanics
$6.48 $6.87 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
(light duty) 6.20
General Maintenance: Greaser, Washer,Tire Checker,
6.57 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
Fueler, misc. 
Receiving Clerks &
5.52 5.85 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
Checkers
Tow Motor & Fork Lift Drivers &
6.19 6.56 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
Order Fillers 6.13 6.50 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Warehousemen &Hand Motorized Pallet Truck Operators& Salvage Clean Up Men:1st 6 months 5.91 6.26 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 
12 months &
5.97 6.33 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
thereafter
Baggers-Packers & Stampers:
6.04 6.40 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
1st 6 months 5.04 5.34 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
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EFFECTIVE6-2-74 6-1-75 6-6-76CLASSIFICATION 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk2nd 6 months 5.10 5.41 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter 
Maintenance Men:
5.23 5.54 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
1st 6 months 6.36 6.74 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 6.47 6.86 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.3rd 6 months 6.58 6.97 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.4th 6 months 6.69 7.09 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter 6.79 7.20 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
Maintenance is to be established as a separate de­partment.
Shop Department:
Four (4) hours call-in pay shall be substitued as follows: “Two (2) hour call-in pay or time will be allowed for General Maintenance: Greaser, Washer, Tire Checker, Fueler, Misc.”
Maintenance Department Call-In,Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
When emergency maintenance work is required the Employer will call senior maintenance employees for the work if the employees can perform the work that has to be done.
The above rates are based on 8% increase in the classification rate for the period June, 1974 to June, 1975, 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 for the period June, 1975 to June, 1976, and an additional 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 for the period covered June, 1976 to June, 1977.
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The following shall be the guaranteed minimum rates of pay and hours of work: EFFECTIVE
SCHEDULE A
Section A—Tulsa, Oklahoma
6-2-74 6-1-75 6-6-76CLASSIFICATIONTruck Drivers: 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk1st 6 months $6.03 $6.39 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 
12 months &
6.22 6.59 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
thereafter 6.31 6.69 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Warehouse andReceiving Clerks Mechanics& Checkers
Tow Motor & Fork Lift Drivers &
$6.19 $6.56 plusC.0.1. 6% plus c.o.l.
Order Fillers 
Warehousemen:
6.13 6.50 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
1st 6 months 6.91 6.26 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 
12 months &
5.97 6.33 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
thereafter 6.04 6.40 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Clean-up Men
Baggers-Packers & Stampers:
5.90 6.25 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
1st 6 months 5.04 5.34 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 
12 months &
5.10 5.41 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
thereafter 5.23 5.54 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
- 4 3 -
EFFECTIVE
CLASSIFICATIONMechanics
6-2-74 40 hr. wk. 6-1-75 40 hr. wk. 6-6-76 40 hr. wk
(heavy duty) 
Mechanics
6.48 6.87 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
(light duty) 6.20
General Maintenance: (Greasers, Washer,Tire Checkers,
6.57 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
Misc.) 5.52 
Building Maintenance:
5.85 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
1st 6 months 6.36 6.74 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 6.47 6.86 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.3rd 6 months 6.58 6.97 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.4th 6 months 6.69 7.09 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter 6.79 7.20 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Leadmen 6.90 7.31 plus c.o.l. 6%plusc.o.l.Maintenance is to be established as a separate de-partment.
Shop Department:The provision for four (4) hours call in pay will be forfeited in favor of the present practice.
The above rates are based on 8% increase in the classification rate for the period June, 1974 to June, 1975, 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 for the period June, 1975 to June, 1976, and an additional 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 for the period covered June, 1976 to June, 1977.
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The following shall be the guaranteed minimum rates of pay and hours of work:
EFFECTIVE
SCHEDULE A
Section A—Little Rock, Arkansas
6-2-74CLASSIFICATION 40 hr. wk. 6-1-75 40 hr. wk. 6-6-76 40 hr. wkTruck Drivers:1st 6 months $6.03 $6.39 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.2nd 6 months 6.22 6.59 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.12 months &thereafter 6.31 6.69 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.Warehouse and MechanicsLead Man, Truck Repair Department $6.59 6.99 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.Mechanics 6% plus(heavy duty) 6.48 6.87 plusc.o.l. c.o.l.Mechanics 6% plus(light duty) 6.20 6.57 plusc.o.l. C.o.l.General Maintenance :Greaser, Washer, Tire 6% plusCheckers, Misc. 5.52 5.85 plusc.o.l. C.o.l.Receiving Clerks & Checkers 6.19 6.56 plus 6% Plusc.o.l. C.o.l.Tow Motor & Fork Lift Drivers & Order Fillers 6.13 6.50 plus 6% plusc.o.l. C.o.l.Warehousemen: 6% Pjus1st 6 months 5.91 6.26 plus
2nd 6 months 5.97 c.o.l. 6.33 plus
C.o.l. 6% plus
c.o.l. C.o.l.
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EFFECTIVE6-2-74 6-1-75 6-6-76CLASSIFICATION 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk
12 months &thereafter 6.04 6.40 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Clean-up Men 5.90 6.25 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Baggers-Packers & Stampers:1st 6 months 5.04 5.34 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 5.10 5.41 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.12 months &thereafter 5.23 5.54 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Maintenance Men:1st 6 months 6.36 6.74 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 6.47 6.86 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.3rd 6 months 6.58 6.97 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.4th 6 months 6.69 7.09 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.1.Thereafter 6.79 7.20 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Leadmen 6.90 7.31 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
Maintenance is to be established as a separate de­partment.
Shop Department:The provision for four (4) hours call in pay will be forfeited in favor of present practice.
Two (2) hours call in pay or time will be allowed for mechanics.
The above rates are based on 8% increase in the classification rate for period June, 1974 to June, 1975, 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in
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Article 37 for the period June, 1975 to June, 1976, and an additional 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 for the period covered June, 1976 to June, 1977.
DOUBLE BOTTOM UNITS
The Company agrees to pay one and three-fourths cents (1 %<t) per running mile for the driving of double bottom units up to a length of thirty (30) feet each. This rate is to be in addition to the ap­plicable mileage rate for single units within the pro­visions of our current 1974-1977 Agreement.
m
SECTION B 
Hours of Work f t f  /C
(a) Work Week
The guaranteed work week for all regular Drivers shall be accomplished in five (5) days or less.
The guaranteed work week for all regular ware­house employees shall be accomplished in five (5) eight (8) hour days.
-not —
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Effective October 6, 1974, the guaranteed work week for all regular warehouse employees shall be accomplished in five (5) eight (8) hour days or four(4) ten (10) hour days with two (2) consecutive off days.
(b) Daily Overtime
All time worked in any one day in excess of eight (8) hours shall be paid at the rate of time and one- half (1%) the regular rate of pay except Truck— Drivers. O'
Effective October 6, 1974, all time worked in any one day in excess of the scheduled hours shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half (1%) except Truck Drivers.
(c) Weekly OvertimeAny hours worked in excess of forty (40) hours in
F F& - 2 6  —  47 — ra t-1 3
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any one week will be paid at the rate of time and one-half (1% )■
(d) Off Day WorkAll time worked on an employee’s first day off v shall be paid for at the rate of one and one-half -p (1%) times the regular rate of pay.
All time worked on an employee’s second day off when he was worked on his first day off that week will be paid for at two (2) times the regular rate of pay.
\€> For employees on a four (4) ten (10) hour day scheduled, effective October 6,1974:
V I  All time worked on an employee’s first and sec- CiT ond day off shall be paid for at the rate of one and one-half (1%) times the regular rate of pay.
All time worked on an employee’s third day off shall be paid for at the rate of double (2-times) time when he was worked on his first and second day off.
1(e) Call In Guarantee~~ ‘ Any employee called to work shall be guaranteed four (4) hours work or four (4) hours pay in lieu of -work.
(f) Beyond ControlIt is understood that the guarantee is contingent on no lateness or absence due to other personal rea­sons of the employee. It is further understood that this guarantee shall not apply in the case of partial or complete shutdown resulting from fire, flood, strike, or other circumstances which are beyond the control of the Employer.(g) Night PremiumAny employee who begins or ends his regular shift after 6:00 P.M. or before 6:00 A.M. shall receive fifteen cents (15«*) per hour premium pay for all hours worked between 6:00 P.M. and 6:00 A.M.
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(h) Freezer-Locker Pay
Employees performing Freezer-Locker work shall receive fifteen cents (15tf) per hour premium pay for all hours worked.
(i) Supervisors
Supervisors not covered by this Agreement shall not be directed or permitted to perform work c o v -v lr  ered by this Agreement except in case of em ergency^"" or the training of new employees by supervision. /
(j)Where employees are worked in a higher classifi­cation they shall receive the rate of pay for the higher classification for the actual time worked. Where employees are worked in a lower classifica­tion, they shall receive their regular rate of pay for all work performed.
Section C—Meal Allowance
Drivers on cross-country runs who are required to be out of the City shall be allowed $2.50 per meal after the lapse of five (5) hours and after each five ✓(5) hour period while away. However, this meal al- w  lowance will not be allowed unless the driver shows . \  a minimum of thirty (30) minutes, or a maximum/ of one (1) hour off per meal; necessary hotel ex­penses shall be paid. The driver will be reimbursed for such hotel expenses upon furnishing receipts to X~ the company. S.
Section D—Bidding By Drivers
Dallas, Texas
(1) As of March 1st and September 1st of each year the Employer shall post for bid all regular hostling jobs and all regular delivery schedules. Such bidding shall be by seniority. The Employer agrees that after the bid, delivery schedules to the stores will be changed only for the following rea­sons:
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1. New Store Opening
2. Store Closing
3. Remodel
4. Increase in Sales5. Decrease in Sales
6. Fuel Shortage
7. City Ordinance (laws)
8. Change in Distribution Center Location
9. Holiday Schedule
The wholesale changing of schedules for reasons other than the above list will be stopped.
The drivers who elect not to bid in accordance with their seniority for a regular schedule shall be placed in the extra pool.
(2) The Company may stop the bidding of runs process when 85% of the posted runs have been bid on a daily basis and the remainder of runs not bid will be assigned to the pool.
(3) Drivers who desire to have bid runs will be required to bid a full guaranteed week of runs with 40 hours bid on the low side to 46 hours bid on the high side. It is agreed that if the bidding of more than 40 hours causes a layoff, at the request of the Union the runs will be rebid and reduced in hours. However, not below the 40 hour guarantee.
(4) Drivers will not be permitted to bid runs with departure times of less than 10 hours minimum be­tween runs.
(5) In any week when an employee has completed his bid work, but has not completed his guarantee, he may be assigned to any driving work available.
(6) In any week in which an employee has com­pleted his guarantee but has not completed his bid work, he shall be permitted to pull his bid run up to a 60 hour maximum.
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(7) New delivery schedules and vacant delivery schedules shall be filled by bidding by seniority from the list of employees who have not bid regular de­livery schedules, or as provided in paragraphs cov­ering change of bid runs.
(8) When delivery schedules are open for bid as above specified such delivery schedules shall be posted on the Employer’s bulletin board for seven(7) days and each driver and Local Union will re­ceive a copy of the bids.
(9) Drivers who do not have regular off days, their days off shall be designated by the Employer no later than at the completion of his tour of duty on the day prior to his off day.
(10) No driver will be allowed to run without at least 8 hours statutory rest period once he has checked off duty at his home terminal.
(11) No driver will be forced, at the home ter­minal, to perform additional work where he has been on duty 10 hours or more, nor will the driver be allowed to select or be assigned a run that would cause the driver to exceed 15 hours of work for that tour of duty.
(12) System of Bidding—The Company shall noti­fy drivers by seniority the location and time they are due to bid runs by seniority. If a driver does not bid at that time ,he shall be passed and the next driver on the seniority list shall be given the opportunity to bid. The driver passed may bid from the remain­ing runs at anytime during the bidding process. Dur­ing the bidding of runs process, when a run has been bid it will be considered off the bid list for the bid period. A notice will be placed on the drivers’ bulle­tin board when bidding is closed.
(13) If a bid run driver has been delayed, for any reason in returning to the terminal on a run, his next run out will be delayed up to one hour, if it is necessary, to permit him to pull his next bid run and have eight hours off duty.
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(14) If a bid run driver is delayed for any reason in returning to the terminal on a run to the extent that he is not eligible to pull his next bid run, his bid run will go to the pool. He will he placed on the days dispatch at the earliest hour he is eligible to run where there is a run with approximately the number of hours needed to make up the deficiency in hours of his bid run. In the event the dispatch has been set the senior eligible pool driver in the time slot in which the bid driver is placed will be moved to cover the time slot vacated by the bid driver. The bid driver, without regard to seniority, will be required to select a run nearest the hours needed to make up the deficiency created.
EXAMPLE: A bid driver is scheduled to run at 1:00 a.m., but he does not punch off duty until 7:00 p.m. This would cause him not to be eligible to run until 3:00 a.m. The bid driver was scheduled off duty at 3:00 p.m., but due to the fact that he did not punch off duty until 7:00 p.m. he is four (4) hours over his scheduled bid run. The 1:00 a.m. bid run was scheduled for 15 hours, but the bid driver now has a deficiency of 11 hours and he shall be assigned to the first time slot on the dispatch where there is a 11 hour run and where there is a pool driver eligible to pull the 1:00 a.m. run. The senior eligible pool driver set on the 3:00 a.m. dispatch will be changed to a 1:00 a.m. dispatch. This change may occur at any hour of the dispatch.
(15) When a bid run has been temporarily can­celled, the bid driver affected shall he assigned on the dispatch to a time and type of run lost (Coun­try or City) as close to his bid departure time as possible where there is a run available that will most nearly complete the number of his bid hours. The bid driver shall select a run as close to the
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hours needed as possible and shall be permitted first selection from the runs without regard to the sen­iority of the other drivers in the dispatch.
EXAMPLE: A twelve (12) hour bid run did not go on scheduled day and was temporarily lost by a bid driver who was scheduled for a 2:00 a.m. departure. The bid driver in question has been set on the 2:00 a.m. dispatch which has two runs scheduled. One run is set on 11% hours and the other run is set on 15 hours. The bid driver would be required to select the 11% hour run to complete the deficiency in his guaranteed hours.
(16) When a bid run has been permanently can­celled, the bid driver affected shall select an open run on the same day as the cancelled run and of as near equal hours as possible. In the event that such an open run that would not interfere with the bal­ance of the bid schedule is not available on the day in question, an open run of near equal hours on an­other day that would not interfere with the balance of the bid work shall be selected. In the event this cannot be done, a combination of open runs from two days that would not interfere with the balance of the drivers bid work shall be selected. In any event the new bid schedule must total within the hours specified in paragraph 3. This shall become the drivers permanent bid schedule for the balance of the bid period.
(17) When a change occurs where a bid run is permanently changed to another delivery day and the bid driver affected has another bid run on that day, the bid driver may choose either of the two runs and bid a new run using the procedure as stated in the permanent cancellation clause.
(18) When a permanent change occurs in the de­livery schedule of a bid run and the change would effect the bid driver’s bid schedule runs, the bid driver shall have a choice of runs affected and re­
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place the other run by selection in the permanent cancellation clause.
(19) Holiday Work—Article 5, Section 6, Para­graph 5 shall apply.
(20) Eighty percent (80%) of pool drivers will be allowed to select two of their days off by seniority. The selection shall be made from the available days for off duty Pool Drivers immediately following each bid period. The eighty percent (80%) of Pool Drivers selection their off days will not be changed without a week’s notice. The other twenty percent (20%) of the pool drivers will have at least two days off during the week and shall be advised of their day off not later than the day prior to the day off.
(21) Extra Work—When off duty drivers, bid run drivers, or pool drivers are being offered extra work, seniority shall prevail except a regular bid run driver may not select a run that would affect his next bid run. Drivers called in for extra work may not select a run ahead of scheduled pool drivers.
(22) The dispatcher will determine the runs that will be dispatched from the driver pool each day. He will then determine the specific time these runs are scheduled for dispatch and the number of runs that would be dispatched at each time.
(23) Pool drivers will be called in on seniority basis to fill the requirements for the earliest “Coun­try” runs first. They will be given the time of the dispatch only and not assigned any particular run. This will continue until all “Country” runs require­ments are filled .The “City” run requirements will then be filled in the same manner. Pool Drivers re­quest will be honored as to night and day dispatch when possible,
(24) The runs set up for each specific time will be made available at that time. The senior driver
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called in for the “Country” dispatch will select the run he prefers from the “Country” runs and the balance of these “Country” runs will be selected in seniority order by the drivers called for the dispatch. Should a senior driver be late arriving at the dis­patch’s office, the senior driver present at the time the runs are made available will make his selection. The late driver will be allowed to make his selection from the runs remaining for that dispatch at the time he arrives up to one hour after his scheduled dispatch time.
(25) Selection of runs will be made from a copy of the load tickets, which shall be stamped “time loaded” and scheduled departure time.
(26) Drivers called for “City” runs will make their selection from the “City” runs in this same manner. Late rule for “City” runs same as “Coun­try” runs.
(27) Should a driver become unavailable for his assigned dispatch, the next available Pool Driver will be called to fill the requirements. The remain­ing run from the dispatch effected will be added to any additional dispatches made of its type prior to the arrival of the driver called in. The driver called- in will be given the then remaining run of the type (“Country”-“City”) effected upon his arrival.
(28) Pool drivers who have completed their guar­anteed hours for the week and have been placed on the off duty list will be offered extra work along with other drivers who have also worked their guar­anteed week. The offer of extra work shall be made from the off duty list for the day by seniority order.
(29) The Company will be allowed to assign runs to pool drivers the last two days of the work week to complete their weekly guarantee as near seniority as possible.EXAMPLE: Driver A has 38 hours work, driver B has worked only 30 hours. We have a 10 hour pool run. Driver B would get
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the run as no overtime would be used to deliver this load.
(30) Regular bid drivers and pool drivers per­forming extra work, because of call-in from the off duty list, shall receive the hours worked in addition to the regular guaranteed hours for the week.
(31) Regularly assigned days off duty will not be in effect during a holiday week because of the change in a large number of delivery schedules and delivery days.
(32) Drivers appearing on the seniority roster will not be allowed to preform duties in the dis­patching office.
(33) Drivers will be allowed to bid two or more “City” and/or “Country” runs in one work day, not to exceed 15 hours per day.
(34) When a driver lays over on a trip, he will be required to lay over a minimum of four (4) hours, not including meal time, and not more than ten (10) hours .including meal time.
(35) Sunday is undesirable work and will be as­signed from the bottom of the seniority up unless the senior people want to work the undesirable work and they will sign a list and will be offered the un­desirable work by seniority first.
Undesirable work shall be described as any run not paying a meal. Desirable work is any run paying a meal or longer. The undesirable work shall hold until 4:00 a.m. Monday. At that time it will revert back to the normal dispatch for the rest of the en­tire week.
(36) Drivers on the yard will be dispatched off the yard by seniority.
(37) Anyone assigned to the tank truck will be the low man on seniority and he will be assigned for ten hours.
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(38) A sign-up sheet will be posted for overtime work, and those men signing up will be called in seniority. The overtime sign-up sheet will be posted weekly. Any driver signing up for overtime work has committed himself to work.
The overtime list will be posted each Thursday for overtime work beginning the following Sunday. The list will be left up for a period of 7 days.
(39) The Oakland Street gate shall be left open until 6:00 A.M. Sunday morning.
(40) Vacation bidding for the next year will start no later than December 1st of the previous year.
Section D—Bidding by Drivers 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
1. On the Monday nearest to January 1, of each year the Employer shall post for bid all hostling jobs and eighty percent (80%) of all regular deliv­ery schedules. The bids will become effective on the Monday nearest to February 1, of each year. Such bidding shall be by seniority of the employees in the Driver Department. The Employer reserves the right to change such delivery schedules for the following reasons, however not limited to:
1. Store Closing.
2. Remodeling.
3. Decrease or increase in sales that causes a change in delivery days.
4. Holiday schedule (for the week of holiday only).
When a bid run has been permanently cancelled, the bid driver affected shall select an open run on the same day as the cancelled run and of as near equal hours as possible. In the event that such an open run that would not interfere with the balance
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of the bid schedule is not available on the day in question, an open run of near equal hours on another day that would not interfere with the balance of the bid work shall be selected. In the event this cannot be done, a combination of open runs from two days that would not interfere with the balance of the drivers bid work shall be selected. In any event the new bid schedule must total within the hours speci­fied in Paragraph 6. This shall become the drivers permanent bid schedule for the balance of the bid period.
When a change occurs where a bid run is per­manently changed to another delivery day and the bid driver affected has another bid run on that day, the bid driver may choose either of the two runs and bid a new run using the procedure as stated in the permanent cancellation clause.
The drivers who elect not to bid in accordance with their seniority for a regular schedule shall be placed in the Extra Pool.
2. All regular daily runs—Sunday through Satur­day will be posted for bid as provided in Paragraph 1, above. These runs will list dispatch time, of each run, average time consumed in making delivery and destination of load. All regular hostling jobs will also be open for bid with the following exception, drivers will not be permitted to formulate a work week consisting of part-time driving and part-time yard hostling, if an employee chooses to bid, it must be a complete bid of either driving or hostling, not a combination of both.
3. A Driver time will begin at the bid dispatch time, unless advised otherwise by the Company, prior to reporting to work, however, a driver time will begin no later than one (1) hour following the bid starting time, as provided in Section 2 above, provided the driver reports for work.
4. In the event of a disagreement over the average time of a delivery the disagreement will be settled
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by using the previous ten (10) week average for the delivery, excluding holiday weeks.
5. When picking consecutive days, drivers will not be allowed to pick a run unless he has a minimum of ten hours off from the time the bid sheet shows his return until he picks his next run. If a driver picks two runs on the same day the company agrees to hold the second run up to one hour in cases where the bid driver is delayed. When the initial bids are made, the selection a driver makes will be in force until the following bid. No driver will be allowed to give up his bid for the duration of a bid, except in case of an emergency where agree­able with employer, Union and employee.
6. Drivers who desire to have bid runs will be re­quired to bid a minimum of 38 hours bid on the low side to 42 hours on the high side.
7. After all drivers have had an opportunity to bid, any schedules remaining open will be consoli­dated into work weeks of 38 to 42 hours. All Extra Pool Drivers will be given an opportunity to select these work weeks by seniority, any work weeks not selected by Extra Pool Drivers, will be assigned to Extra Pool Drivers by seniority from the bottom of the seniority list, up.
8. New delivery schedule and vacant delivery sched­ules shall be filled by bidding by seniority from the list of employees who have not bid regular de­livery schedules, or as provided in paragraphs cov­ering change of bid runs.
9. A Driver will not be allowed to bid more than one (1) hour elapsed time between run bid on the same day.
10. Drivers who do not have regular off days, their days off shall be designated by the Employer no later than 12:00 midnight on the day prior to their day off.
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11. If a driver wishes to bid a run of less than four hours, he must bid at least two runs of accumu­lated time of more than four hours.
12. A bid run driver whose regular run has been cancelled or lost due to a delay on a given day, will go to the top of the extra board for the pur­pose of picking a comparable run and will be al­lowed to return to his bid run on his next regularly scheduled day. In no event will the bid driver be allowed to select a run which will disrupt his next bid schedule.
13. When a bid driver’s run is split, he will have the option of pulling either of the two runs, except when the portion which is split is included in an­other bid driver run.
14. In any week when an employee has completed his bid work, but has not completed his guarantee, he may be assigned to any driving work available.
15. In any week in which an employee’s bid work would run more than five (5) hours over the guar­antee, the part of such bid work which would run more than five (5) hours over the guarantee may be assigned to another employee or to that em­ployee, at the employer’s discretion. If such bid work is assigned to another employee, then the employee whose bid work would run more than five (5) hours over his guarantee may be assigned to any driving work available to complete his guarantee of forty (40) hours.
16. When an employee is on vacation his run will be filled by the extra board on a daily basis.
17. A bid run vacated by a driver by reason of ill­ness or injury will be assigned to the extra board. However, if the driver returns to work within thir­ty days, he will return to his bid run. If the driver fails to return within thirty days, the run will be re­bid temporarily until the bid driver returns to work The bidding will be from the employees on the extra board.
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18. Extra runs will be dispatched out of the driv­ers pool by seniority. When the driver’s pool is ex­hausted, extra runs will be pulled by bid drivers by seniority. Senior pool drivers will be allowed to turn down extra runs after they have completed their guarantee, provided junior pool drivers or bid driv­ers are available to take the run or runs. Senior drivers will be allowed to turn down extra work as long as junior drivers are available. Junior drivers must perform all extra work.
19. Pool drivers will be dispatched daily by senior­ity on the run of their choice except as provided in paragraph 20 below.
20. When senior pool drivers have competed their guarantee, junior pool drivers may be dispatched until they have completed their guarantee.
21. Sunday work is undesirable work. Pool drivers who sign up for Sunday work will be dispatched by seniority. Any other work on Sunday will be as­signed from the bottom of the seniority list up.
22. When delivery schedules are open for bid as above specified, such delivery schedules shall be posted on the Employer’s bulletin board for seven (7) days. If any schedules are not bid, the Employer may assign employees who have not bid such work.
23. Drivers off days will be days in which a driver has been assigned off or days in which a driver is not bid to work. Drivers will be paid time and one- half (1%) for working on their days off, except drivers who work on their last day off, after work­ing all of their other days off in that week, will be paid double (2) time.
24. No driver will be allowed to run without at least eight (8) hours statutory rest period once he has checked off duty at his home terminal.
25. No bid driver will be forced, at the home ter­minal, to perform additional work where he has been on duty ten (10) hours or more.
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26. Any employee who is requested to bid, by man­agement, must exercise his seniority and bid before leaving the Distribution Center. If no bid is made, the employee will be dropped to the bottom of the seniority list (for bidding purposes only) for that particular bid period.
27. Amarillo warehouse turn around drivers will bid three (3) turns. These drivers will bid Amarillo warehouse turnarounds only. These drivers will be
Said the mileage rate provided by the contract, •rivers must bid Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday or Monday, Wednesday, Friday.28. All drivers will be required to notify the Com­pany, in writing, if they do or if they do not want to be called for extra runs. Notification will be re­quired once each six (6) months and recorded in the Dispatching Office in such a manner as to list those drivers who want extra runs and those who do not.
29. The parties agree to meet on the annual date of this Agreement at the request of either party for the purpose of discussing problems concerning dispatch of drivers in an attempt to reach agree­ment on such issues that are in conflict with the intent of the parties concerning this Section D of the Agreement.
Section D—Bidding by Drivers
Tulsa, Oklahoma
(1) As of January 1 of each year the Employer shall post for bid all regular hostling jobs and seventy-five percent (75%) of all regular delivery schedules. Such bidding shall be by seniority. The Employer reserves the right to change such de­livery schedules. The drivers who elect not to bid in accordance with their seniority for a regular sched­ule shall be placed in the extra pool.
(2) No employee will be permitted to bid more hours than his guaranteed work week.
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(3) In any week when an employee has com­pleted his guarantee, he may be assigned to any driving work available.
(4) In any week in which an employee has com­pleted his guarantee but has not completed his bid work, such work may be assigned to another em­ployee or to that employee, at the Employer’s dis­cretion.
(5) (a) In any week in which an employee’s bid work would run more than his guarantee, the part of such bid work which would run into hours over the guarantee may be assigned to another employee or to that employee, at the Employer’s discretion. If such bid work is assigned to another employee, then the employee whose bid work would run more than his guarantee may be assigned to any driving work available to complete his guarantee.
(b) Exception to Rules (4) and (5)—
A bid driver will be permitted to pull his last bid run if no more than 5 hours of weekly overtime is involved.
(6) New delivery schedules and vacant delivery schedules shall be filled by bidding by seniority from the list of employees who have not bid regular delivery schedules.
(7) When delivery schedules are open for bid as above specified such delivery schedules shall be posted on the employer’s bulletin board for seven(7) days. If any schedules are not bid, the Employer may assign employees who have not bid such work.
(8) Driver’s regular off day shall be designated by the Employer no later than at the completion of his tour of duty on the day prior to his off day.
(9) No driver will be forced to run without at least eight (8) hours statutory rest period at his home terminal.
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(10) The parties agree to meet on the annual date of this Agreement at the request of either party for the purpose of discussing problems concerning dispatch of pool drivers in an attempt to reach agreement on such issues that are in conflict with the intent of the parties concerning this Section D of this Agreement.
Section D—Bidding by Drivers 
Little Bock, Arkansas
(1) As of January 1 of each year the Employer shall post for bid all regular hostling jobs and eighty percent (80%) of all regular delivery schedules. Such bidding shall be by seniority. The Employer reserves the right to change such delivery sched­ules. The drivers who elect not to bid in accordance with their seniority for a regular schedule shall be placed in the extra pool.
(2) No employee will be permitted to bid more hours than his guaranteed work week.
(3) In any week when an employee has completed his bid work, but has not completed his guarantee, he may be assigned to any driving work available.
(4) In any week in which an employee has com­pleted his guarantee but has not completed his bid work, such work may be assigned to another em­ployee or to that employee, at the Employer’s dis­cretion.
(5) (a) In any week in which an employee’s bid work would run more than his guarantee, the part of such bid work which would run into hours over the guarantee may be assigned to another employee or to that employee, at the Employer’s discretion. If such bid work is assigned to another employee, then the employee whose bid work would run more than his guarantee may be assigned to any driving work available to complete his guarantee.(b) Exception to Rules (4) and (5)—*
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A bid driver will be permitted to pull his last bid run if no more than 5 hours of weekly overtime is involved if the assignment of the run to another driver would also result in overtime to that driver.
(6) New delivery schedules and vacant delivery schedules shall be filled by bidding by seniority from the list of employees who have not bid regular de­livery schedules.
(7) When delivery schedules are open for bid as above specified such delivery schedules shall be posted on the Employer’s bulletin board for seven (7) days. If any schedules are not bid, the Employer may assign employees who have not bid such work.
(8) Driver’s regular off day shall be designated by the Employer no later than at the completion of his tour of duty on the day prior to his off day.
(9) No driver will be forced to run without at least eight (8) hours statutory rest period at his home terminal.
(10) The parties agree to meet on the annual date of this Agreement at the request of either party for the purpose of discussing problems con­cerning dispatch of pool drivers in an attempt to reach agreement on such issues that are in conflict with the intent of the parties concerning this Sec­tion D of this Agreement.
Section D—Bidding by Drivers 
Houston, Texas
(1) As of March 1st and September 1st of each year the Employer shall post for bid all regular hostling jobs and all regular delivery schedules. Such bidding shall be by seniority. The Employer agrees that after the bid, delivery schedules to the stores will be changed only for the following rea­sons:
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1. New Store Opening2. Store Closing3. Remodel4. Increase in Sales
6. Fuel Shortage7. City Ordinance (laws)8. Change in DistributionCenter Location5. Decrease in Sales 9. Holiday Schedule The wholesale changing of schedules for reasons other than the above list will be stopped.
The drivers who elect not to bid in accordance with their seniority for a regular schedule shall be placed in the extra pool.
(2) The Company may stop the bidding of runs process when 85% of the posted runs have been bid on a daily basis and the remainder of runs not bid will be assigned to the pool.
(3) Drivers who desire to have bid runs will be required to bid a full guaranteed week of runs with 40 hours bid on the low side to 46 hours bid on the high side. It is agreed that if the bidding of more than 40 hours causes a layoff, at the request of the Union the runs will be rebid and reduced in hours. However, not below the 40 hour guarantee.
(4) Drivers will not be permitted to bid runs with departure times of less than 10 hours minimum be­tween runs.
(5) In any week when an employee has completed his bid work, but has not completed his guarantee, he may be assigned to any driving work available.
(6) In any week in which an employee has com­pleted his guarantee but has not completed his bid work, he shall be permitted to pull his bid run up to a 60 hour maximum.
(7) New delivery schedules and vacant delivery schedules shall be filled by bidding by seniority from the list of employees who have not bid regular de­livery schedules, or as provided in paragraphs cov­ering change of bid runs.
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(8) When delivery schedules are open for bid as above specified such delivery schedules shall be posted on the Employer’s bulletin board for seven (7) days and each driver and Local Union will re­
ceive a copy of the bids.(9) Drivers who do not have regular off days, their days off shall be designated by the Employer no later than at the completion of his tour of duty on the day prior to his off day.
(10) No driver will be allowed to run without at least 8 hours statutory rest period once he has checked off duty at his home terminal.
(11) No driver will be forced, at the home ter­minal, to perform additional work where he has been on duty 10 hours or more, nor will the driver be al­lowed to select or be assigned a run that would cause the driver to exceed 15 hours of work for that tour of duty.
(12) System of bidding—The Company shall no­tify drivers by seniority the location and time they are due to bid runs by seniority. If a driver does not bid at that time, he shall be passed and the next driver on the seniority list shall be given the oppor­tunity to bid. The driver passed may bid from the remaining runs at anytime during the bidding proc­ess. During the bidding of runs process, when a run has been bid it will be considered off the bid list for the bid period. A notice will be placed on the driv­ers’ bulletin board when bidding is closed.
(13) If a bid run driver has been delayed, for any reason in returning to the terminal on a run, his next run out will be delayed up to one hour, if it is necessary, to permit him to pull his next bid run and have eight hours off duty.
(14) If a bid run driver is delayed for any reason in returning to the terminal on a run to the extent that he is not eligible to pull his next bid run, his bid run will go to the pool. He will be placed on the
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days dispatch at the earliest hour he is eligible to run where there is a run with approximately the number of hours needed to make up the deficiency in hours of his bid run. In the event the dispatch has been set the senior eligible pool driver in the time slot in which the bid driver is placed will be moved to cover the time slot vacated by the bid driver. The bid driver, without regard to seniority, will be required to select a run nearest the hours needed to make up the deficiency created.
EXAMPLE: A bid driver is scheduled to run at 1:00 a.m., but he does not punch off duty un­til 7:00 p.m. This would cause him not to be eligible to run until 3:00 a.m. The bid driver was scheduled off duty at 3:00 p.m., but due to the fact that he did not punch off duty until 7:00 p.m. he is four (4) hours over his scheduled bid run. The 1:00 a.m. bid run was scheduled for 15 hours, but the bid driver now has a deficiency of 11 hours and he shall be assigned to the first time slot on the dispatch where there is a 11 hour run and where there is a pool driver eligible to pull the 1:00 a.m. run. The senior eligible pool driver set on the 3:00 a.m. dispatch will be changed to a 1:00 a.m. dispatch. This change may occur at any hour of the dispatch.
(15) When a bid run has been temporarily can­celled, the bid driver affected shall be assigned on the dispatch to a time and type of run lost (Coun­try or City) as close to his bid departure time as possible where there is a run available that will most nearly complete the number of his bid hours. The bid driver shall select a run as close to the hours needed as possible and shall be permitted first selection from the runs without regard to the sen­iority of the other drivers in the dispatch.
EXAMPLE: A twelve (12) hour bid run did not go
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on scheduled day and was temporarily lost by a bid driver who was scheduled for a 2:00 a.m. departure. The bid driv­er in question has been set on the 2:00 a.m. dispatch which has two runs scheduled. One run is set on 11% hours and the other run is set on 15 hours. The bid driver would be required to select the 11% hour run to complete the deficiency in his guaranteed hours.
(16) When a bid run has been permanently can­celled, the bid driver affected shall select an open run on the same day as the cancelled run and of as near equal hours as possible. In the event that such an open run that would not interfere with the bal­ance of the bid schedule is not available on the day in question, an open run of near equal hours on an­other day that would not interfere with the balance of the bid work shall be selected. In the event this cannot be done, a combination of open runs from two days that would not interfere with the balance of the drivers bid work shall be selected. In any event the new bid schedule must total within the hours specified in paragraph 3. This shall become the drivers permanent bid schedule for the balance of the bid period.
(17) When a change occurs where a bid run is permanently changed to another delivery day and the bid driver affected has another bid run on that day, the bid driver may choose either of the two runs and bid a new run using the procedure as stated in the permanent cancellation clause.
(18) When a permanent change occurs in the de­livery schedule of a bid run and the change would effect the bid driver’s bid schedule runs, the bid driver shall have a choice of runs affected and re­place the other run by selection in the permanent cancellation clause.
(19) Holiday Work—Article 5, Section 6, Para­graph 5 shall apply.
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(20) Eighty percent (80%) of pool drivers will be allowed to select two of their days off by seniority. The selection shall be made from the available days for off duty Pool Drivers immediately following each bid period. The eighty percent (80%) of Pool Drivers selection of their off days will not be changed without a week’s notice. The other twenty percent (20%) of the pool drivers will have at least two days off during the week and shall be advised of their day off not later than the day prior to the day off.
(21) Extra Work—When off duty drivers, bid run drivers, or pool drivers are being offered extra work, seniority shall prevail except a regular bid run driver may not select a run that would affect his next bid run. Drivers called in for extra work may not select a run ahead of scheduled pool drivers.(22) The dispatcher will determine the runs that will be dispatched from the driver pool each day. He will then determine the specific time these runs are scheduled for dispatch and the number of runs that would be dispatched at each time.
(23) Pool drivers will be called in on seniority basis to fill the requirements for the earliest “Coun­try” runs first. They will be given the time of the dispatch only and not assigned any particular run. This will continue until all “Country” runs require­ments are filled. The “City” run requirements will then be filled in the same manner. Pool Drivers re- qust will be honored as to night and day dispatch when possible.
(24) The runs set up for each specific time will be made available at that time. The senior driver called in for the “Country” dispatch will select the run he prefers from the “Country” runs and the balance of these “Country” runs will be selected in seniority order by the drivers called for the dis­patch. Should a senior driver be late arriving at the dispatch’s office, the senior driver present at the time the runs are made available will make his
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selection. The late driver will be allowed to make his selection from the runs remaining for that dis­patch at the time he arrives up to one hour after his scheduled dispatch time.
(25) Selection of runs will be made from a copy of the load tickets, which shall be stamped “time loaded” and scheduled departure time.
(26) Drivers called for “City” runs will make their selection from the “City” runs in this same manner. Late rule for “City” runs same as “Country” runs.
(27) Should a driver become unavailable for his assigned dispatch, the next available Pool Driver will be called to fill the requirements. The remain­ing run from the dispatch effected will be added to any additional dispatches made of its type prior to the arrival of the driver called in. The driver called- in will be given the then remaining run of the type (“Country”-“City”) effected upon his arrival.
(28) Pool drivers who have completed their guar­anteed hours for the week and have been placed on the off duty list will be offered extra work along with other drivers who have also worked their guar­anteed week. The offer of extra work shall be made from the off duty list for the day by seniority order.
(29) The Company will be allowed to assign runs to pool drivers the last two days of the work week to complete their weekly guarantee as near seniority as possible.
EXAMPLE: Driver A has 38 hours work, driver B has worked only 30 hours. We have a 10 hour pool run. Driver B would get the run as no overtime would be used to deliver this load.(30) Regular bid drivers and pool drivers per­forming extra work, because of call-in from the off duty list, shall receive the hours worked in addition to the regular guaranteed hours for the week.
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(31) Regularly assigned days off duty will not be in effect during a holiday week because of the change in a large number of delivery schedules and delivery days.
(32) Drivers appearing on the seniority roster will not be allowed to perform duties in the dis­patching office.
(33) Drivers will be allowed to bid two or more “City” and/or “Country” runs in one work day, not to exceed 15 hours per day.
(34) When a driver lays over on a trip, he will be required to lay over a minimum of four (4) hours, not including meal time, and not more than ten (10) hours, including meal time.
(35) Sunday is undesirable work and will be as­signed from the bottom of the seniority up unless the senior people want to work the undesirable work and they will sign a list and will be offered the un­desirable work by seniority first.
Undesirable work shall be described as any run not paying a meal. Desirable work is any run paying a meal or longer. The undesirable work shall hold until 4:00 a.m. Monday. At that time it will revert back to the normal dispatch for the rest of the entire week.
(36) Drivers on the yard will be dispatched off the yard by seniority.
(37) Anyone assigned to the tank truck will be the low man on seniority and he will be assigned for ten hours.
(38) A sign-up sheet will be posted for overtime work, and those men signing up will be called in seniority. The overtime sign-up sheet will be posted weekly. Any driver signing up for overtime work has committed himself to work.
The overtime list will be posted each Thursday 
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for overtime work beginning the following Sunday. The list will be left up for a period of seven (7) days.
(39) Vacation bidding for the next year will start no later than December 1st of the previous year.
Section D—Bidding by Drivers 
Amarillo, Texas
(1) As of January 1 of each year the Employer shall post for bid all regular hostling jobs and sev­enty-five percent (75%) of all regular delivery schedules. Such bidding shall be by seniority. The Employer reserves the right to change such delivery schedules. The drivers who elect not to bid in ac­cordance with their seniority for a regular schedule shall be placed in the extra pool.
(2) No employee will be permitted to bid more hours than his guaranteed work week.
(3) In any week when an employee has completed his bid work, but has not completed his guarantee, he may be assigned to any driving work available.
(4) In any week in which an employee has com­pleted his guarantee but has not completed his bid work, such work may be assigned to another em­ployee or to that employee, at the Employer’s dis­cretion.
(5) (a) In any week in which an employee’s bid work would run more than his guarantee, the part of such bid work which would run into hours over the guarantee may be assigned to another employee or to that employee, at the Employer’s discretion. If such bid work is assigned to another employee, then the employee whose bid work would run more than his guarantee may be assigned to any driving work available to complete his guarantee.
(b) Exception to Rules (4) and (5)—
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A bid driver will be permitted to pull his last bid run if no more than 5 hours of weekly overtime is involved if the assignment of the run to another driver would also result in overtime to that driver.
(6) New delivery schedules and vacant delivery schedules shall be filled by bidding by seniority from the list of employees who have not bid regular de­livery schedules.
(7) When delivery schedules are open for bid as above specified such delivery schedules shall be posted on the Employer’s bulletin board for seven (7) days. If any schedules are not bid, the Employer may assign employees who have not bid such work.
(8) Driver’s regular off day shall be designated by the Employer no later than at the completion of his tour of duty on the day prior to his off day.
(9) No driver will be forced to run without at least eight (8) hours statutory rest period at his home terminal.
(10) The parties agree to meet on the annual date of this Agreement at the request of either party for the purpose of discussing problems concerning dis­patch of pool drivers in an attempt to reach agree­ment on such issues that are in conflict with the in­tent of the parties concerning this Section D of this Agreement.
Section E—Employees’ Birthday
The Employer and the Union agree that employees will be allowed to observe their birthday holiday on another day in the same week or the week following where mutually agreed. Where employee has a birthday in the same week of another holiday the Employer agrees to pay time and one-half (1%) the regular rate of pay for all hours worked in excess of twenty-four (24) hours in the holiday week.
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The guaranteed work week for all regular em­ployees shall be accomplished in five (5) consecutive eight (8) hour days.
Seniority for Maintenance employees shall prevail on a unit basis for the purpose of lay-off and recall.
The last person hired shall be the first laid off. The first person laid off shall be the last recalled.Seniority shall prevail within Departments as pro­vided in Section 2 of Article 5 and the Maintenance Departments shall be as follows:
1. Meat Department;
2. Grocery, Frozen Foods and Milk Products, Pro­duce;
3. The Produce Pre-Pakt Department shall be con­sidered as a separate department in all respects except layoff and recall, which shall be plant­wide, and the employees of this department will not participate in seniority nor exercise senior­ity except within the Produce Pre-Pakt Depart­ment, except layoff and recall, which shall be plant-wide.
When extra overtime work is needed in a depart­ment that cannot be filled in that department, it shall be filled by seniority of the other departments.
When emergency maintenance work is required the Employer will call senior maintenance employees for the work if the employees can perform the work that has to be done.
It is further agreed that the Employer shall launder uniforms for all maintenance department employees.
Section F—Maintenance Department
Dallas, Texas
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The guaranteed work week for all regular em­ployees shall be accomplished in five (5) consecutive eight (8) hour days.
Seniority for Maintenance employees shall prevail on a unit basis for the purpose of lay-off and recall.
The last person hired shall be the first laid off. The first person laid off shall be the last recalled.
Seniority shall prevail as provided in Section 2 of Article 5 in the Maintenance Department.
When emergency maintenance work is required the Employer will call senior maintenance employees for the work if the employees can perform the work that has to be done.
It is further agreed that the Employer shall launder uniforms for all maintenance department employees.
Section F—Maintenance Department
Houston, Texas
Section G—Meal Allowance 
Dallas, Texas
The Employer and the Union agree that meal al­lowance as provided in the contract shall apply in all towns with the exception of Richardson, Garland, Mesquite, Dallas, Highland Park, University Park, Balch Springs, Seagoville, Kleburg, Cedar Hill, Sun­nyvale, Wylie, Carrollton, DeSota, Duncanville, Lan­caster, and Farmers Branch.
Section G—Meal Allowance 
Houston, Texas
The Employer and the Union agree that meal al­lowance as provided in the contract shall apply only on runs outside of a forty (40) mile radius of the Houston Distribution Center.
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The Employer and the Union agree that the Pre- Pakt Produce Department is a separate department and a separate seniority list will be established and maintained for the Pre-Pakt Produce Department.
It is further agreed that employees transferred into the Pre-Pakt Department from the Produce and Salvage Departments will retain their Company seniority.
It is further agreed that if the Pre-Pakt Depart­ment is abolished the affected employees shall be transferred back to their original jobs with full seniority.
When it becomes necessary to reduce the number of Baggers, Packers and Stamper employees in the Pre-Pakt Department due to slack business, they shall be laid off at the end of the work week ac­cording to seniority and shall be notified no later than the last day of the work week. The last one hired shall be the first to be laid off, and when the force is increased the last one laid off shall be called back first.
Laid off Baggers, Packers and Stampers shall be returned to the regular payroll according to senior­ity upon the completion of five (5) 8-hour days worked by one or a combination of laid-off Em­ployees.
One laid off Employee shall be returned to the regular payroll for each forty (40) hours worked on a five (5) 8-hour day basis.
Except as provided above the Employer agrees that all other provisions of the current agreement shall apply to this Department.
Baggers, Packers and Stampers reduced from full
Section H—Pre-Pakt Department
Dallas, Texas
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EFFECTIVE6-2-74 6-1-75 6-6-76CLASSIFICATION 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk
XrsshTruck Driver $6.31 $6.69 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.
The above rates are based on 8% increase in the classification rate for the period June, 1974 to June, 1975, 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 for the period June, 1975 to June, 1976, and an additional 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 for the period covered June, 1976 to June, 1977.
Section H—Pre-Pakt Department 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
The Union recognizes the right of the Employer to hire Packers, Baggers and Sorters in the Safeway Pre-Pakt Department of the Oklahoma City Ware­house on a part time basis that is less than the guaranteed work week of 40 hours for regular full time employees hired under this classification.
EFFECTIVE
time to part time will not be allowed to exerciseseniority on a plant wide basis.
6-2-74 6-1-75 6-6-76CLASSIFICATIONMaintenance Man: 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk1st 6 months $6.36 $6.75 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 6.47 6.86 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.3rd 6 months 6.58 6.97 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.4th 6 months 6.69 7.09 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter 6.79 7.20 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Leadmen 6.90 7.31 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
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Maintenance to be established as a separate de­partment.
The above rates are based on 8% increase in the classification rate for the period June, 1974 to June, 1975, 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 for the period June, 1975 to June, 1976, and an additional 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 for the period covered June, 1976 to June, 1977.
Baggers, Packers and Stampers reduced from full time to part time will not be allowed to exercise sen­iority on a plant wide basis.
Section H—Pre-Pakt Department 
Tulsa, Oklahoma
The Union recognizes the right of the Employer to hire Packers, Baggers, and Sorters in the Safe­way Produce Pre-Pakt Department of the Tulsa Warehouse on a part-time basis that is less than the guaranteed work week of forty (40) hours for reg­ular full time employees hired under this classifica­tion.
This Agreement effects only the Pre-Pakt Denart- ment of the Employer’s warehouse located at Tulsa, Oklahoma.
A new classification to be known as Leadman shall be added and the hourly rate of pay shall he $6.30 effective June 2, 1974. $6.68 plus cost of living effective June 1, 1975, and 6% plus cost of living effective June 6, 1976.
The duties of this classification covers the re­sponsibility of the banana rooms and other leader­ship duties that may be assigned by Management.The personnel in the classification of leadman shall be selected by Management; however, such person shall be subject to lay-off in order of sen­iority as provided in Article 5, Section 2, subsec­tion 3.
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EFFECTIVE6-2-74 6-1-75 6-6-76CLASSIFICATIONMaintenance Men: 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk1st 6 months $6.36 $6.74 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 6.47 6.86 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.3rd 6 months 6.58 6.97 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.4th 6 months 6.69 7.09 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter 6.79 7.20 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Leadmen 6.90 7.31 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
Maintenance to be established as a separate de­partment.
The above rates are based on 8% increase in the classification rate for the period June, 1974 to June, 1975, 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 for the period June, 1975 to June, 1976, and an additional 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 for the period covered June, 1976 to June, 1977.
Baggers, Packers and Stampers reduced from full time to part time will not be allowed to exercise sen­iority on a plant wide basis.
Section H—Pre-Pakt Department 
Little Rock, Arkansas
The Union recognizes the right of the Company to hire Packers, Baggers and Sorters in the Safe­way Produce Pre-Pakt Department of the Little Rock Warehouse on a part time basis that is less than the guaranteed work week of forty (40) hours for regular full time employees hired under this classification.
Baggers, Packers and Sorters reduced from full 
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Section I
For all employees except Drivers on a four (4) ten (10) hour day schedule, the figure ten (10) will be substituted wherever the figure eight (8) appears or is referred to as to Jury Duty, Funeral Leave, Sick Leave, Holiday Pay, etc.
Section L—Houston, Texas
When the full complement of drivers is employed, at the request of either the Union or the Company, negotiations may take place for the purpose of dis­cussing problems, if any, concerning dispatch rules.
Section M—Houston, Texas
It is agreed between the Company and Local Union 968 that the contract will be open for negotiations as provided in Article 37 for additional contributions to the Pension Fund in June, 1977.
TEAMSTERS SAFEWAY STORES, INC.LOCAL D. V. ColemanUNION 968John B. DaigleVice President
Section N—Houston, Texas
It is hereby agreed between Teamsters Local Union 968 and Safeway Stores, Inc. that the Local Union will indemnify the Company from any law­suits arising out of the Company granting recogni­tion to Local Union 968 for their employees in Houston, Texas.
LOCAL SAFEWAY STORES, INC.UNION 968 D. V. ColemanJohn B. Daigle Vice President
time to part time will not be allowed to exerciseseniority on a plant-wide basis.
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Houston, Texas
Exceptions to Master Contract and Rates of Pay
ARTICLE 7 
Uniforms
Should any employee coming under the jurisdiction of this contract be required to wear special uniforms, the same shall be furnished and maintained at the Employer’s expense. Aprons will be furnished to regular produce drivers and produce warehouse em­ployees who are regularly required to handle wet produce. Aprons will be replaced when worn out and turned into management with a maximum of three (3) aprons per year. Protective footwear shall be furnished and maintained for Produce employees who are required to stand or work in water.
All employees working in the Freezer Locker shall be furnished the necessary equipment and the equip­ment shall be maintained at the Employer’s expense.
Company agrees to furnish and maintain uniforms for garage and maintenance employees.
ARTICLE 10 
Vacations
Section 1—Schedule of Benefits
It is agreed that all employees coming under the jurisdiction of this Agreement, shall, at the end of fifty-two (52) weeks continuous service with the firm be entitled to one (1) week vacation with pay. All employees with three (3) years continuous ser­vice shall be entitled to two (2) weeks vacation with pay. All employees with eight (8) years continuous service shall be entitled to three (3) weeks vacation with pay. All employees with fifteen (15) years con­tinuous service shall be entitled to four (4) weeks
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vacation with pay. All employees with twenty (20) years of continuous service shall be entitled to five (5) weeks vacation with pay; employees to pick their vacation by order of seniority, and said period to have the approval of their employer.
Section 2—No Loss of Benefits
At the end of fifty-two (52) weeks service or three (3) years service, or eight (8) years service, or fifteen (15) years service, or twenty (20) years service, whatever the length of service, if an em­ployee either resigns or is discharged before taking his vacation, he shall have one (1) weeks pay or two (2) weeks pay, or three (3) weeks pay or four (4) weeks pay or five (5) weeks pay, in lieu of same.
Section 1—Schedule of Benefits
All employees shall receive eight (8) hours pay for the following holidays without working on such days:
Section 8—
Employees with one or more years of service shall be granted two floating holidays each year. The days selected by the employee will be given to the em­ployer two (2) weeks in advance. The employer shall not be required to grant the floating holidays in a holiday week. The Company shall not be required to allow more than 5% of the employees on a depart­mental basis to observe the floating holidays on the same day.
ARTICLE 14 
Holidays
New Year’s Day Memorial Day Fourth of July Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day Christmas Day Employee’s Birthday Two (2) floating holidays
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ARTICLE 33 
Insurance
The Company Group Insurance Plan shall be in effect during the life of this Agreement. The Com­pany’s dental program shall be in effect for em­ployees covered under the bargaining unit.
The dental program will become effective June 2, 1974, for all full time employees who are on the payroll as of June 1,1974.
Any employee hired after June 2, 1974, shall be­come eligible for dental coverage the first of the month following one year of full time service.
ARTICLE 37 
Cost of Living
Does not apply.
ARTICLE 37 
Termination
Effective from June 2, 1974 to and including April 3, 1976.
SCHEDULE A
Section A—Houston, Texas
The following shall be the guaranteed minimum rates of pay and hours of work:
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6-2-74CLASSIFICATION 40 hr. wk. Distribution Center Maintenance Lead Maintenance ManMaintenance Man Garage Mechanic Service Man (General Labor)LeadmanMechanic’s Helper Grocery DepartmentCheckerOrder filler and/or Fork Lift Operato Cigarette Stamper and Selector Crate Dock Fork Lift Operator Produce Department Order filler and/or
EFFECTIVE 6-30-74 40 hr. wk.
Truck DepartmentDriversDrivers Mileage Rate 15c
6-29-75 40 hr. wk
$5.66 $5.93 $6.215.41 5.68 5.96
5.47 5.74 6.02
4.76 5.03 5.315.72 5.99 6,274.81 5.08 5.36
4.91 5.18 5.46
4.79 5.06 5.34
4.79 5.06 5.34
4.79 5.06 5.34
4.79 5.06 5.34
4.04 5.31 5.5915%c 16c
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
All present drivers employed in Houston, Texas, as of June 7, 1974, will be red circled rated at the fol­lowing rates of pay, which shall apply until June 1, 1977.
EFFECTIVE6-2-74 6-1-75 6-6-76CLASSIFICATION 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wkTruck Drivers:1st 6 months $6.03 $6.39 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 6.22 6.59 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.12 months &thereafter 6.31
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6.69 plus c.o.l. 6 %  plus c .o .l.
The above rates are based on 8% increase in the classification rate for the period June, 1974, to June, 1975, 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 of the Dallas contract (Cost-of-Living Article) for the period June, 1975, to June, 1976, and an additional 6% plus cost-of-living allowance re­ferred to in Article 37 of the Dallas contract (Cost- of-Living Article) for the period covered June, 1976 to June, 1977.
LOCAL UNION 968 SAFEWAY STORES, INC. John B. Daigle D. V. Coleman
Charles E. Haddock,ChairmanSafeway Negotiating Committee
Amarillo, Texas
Exceptions to Master Contract 
and Rates of Pay
ARTICLE 5 
Seniority
Section 1—There shall be two departments. Warehouse and Drivers. Seniority for warehouse employees shall prevail on a departmental basis for the purpose of layoff and recall. The last person hired shall be the first laid off. The first person laid off shall be the last recalled.
Section 2—Seniority within the warehouse department, ex­cluding the trucking department, shall prevail for the following:
1. Selection of new jobs or permanent vacancies.
2. Selection of vacation period.
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3. Selection of shift starting time within the clas­sification.
4. Call in for extra work or off day work within the classification. The Company will be allowed to use senior qualified warehouse department employees on duty as a driver when no drivers are available.
5. Selection of holiday work within the classifica­tion and shift.
6. Performing bid work.
7. Overtime work on a daily basis in excess of 30 minutes except in cases of emergency, within the classification.
8. The Company will be allowed to use drivers to work in the warehouse department as needed.
ARTICLE 7 
Uniforms
Should any employee coming under the jurisdic­tion of this contract be required to wear special uniforms, the same shall be furnished and main­tained at the Employer’s expense.
ARTICLE 33 
Insurance
The Company Group Insurance Plan and Dental Plan shall be in effect during the life of this Agree­ment.
Any employee hired after June 6, 1971, shall be eligible for dental coverage the first of the month following one year of full time service.
ARTICLE 35 
Cost of Living
The first cost-of-living allowance shall be effective the first pay period beginning on or after June 8, 1975.
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The second cost-of-living allowance shall be effec­tive the first pay period beginning on and after June 6, 1976.
ARTICLE 38 
Termination
From June 9, 1974 to and including June 8, 1977.
SCHEDULE A 
Section A—Amarillo, Texas 
The following shall be the guaranteed minimumrates of pay and hours of work:
EFFECTIVE6-9-74 6-8-75 6-6-76CLASSIFICATION
Truck Drivers:
40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk
1st 6 months $5.94 $6.30 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 
12 months &
6.13 6.50 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
thereafter
Receiving Clerks, Shipping Clerks,
6.22 6.59 plus c.o.l.
Warehouse
6% plus c.o.l.
& Checkers 
Fork Lift Drivers
6.19 6.56 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
& Order Fillers
Warehouseman & Hand Motorized Pallet Truck Operators:
6.13 6.50 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
1st 6 months 4.84 5.13 plus c.o.1. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 4.90 5.19 plus c.o.l. 6%  plus c.o.l.Thereafter 4.97 5.27 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
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Mechanics Building Maintenance 
Mechanics Bldg.Maintenance 6.20 6.57 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.
Mechanics Building Maintenance:
Pour (4) hours call in pay shall be substituted as follows: “Two (2) hour call-in pay or time will be allowed for Mechanics Building Maintenance.’’
Mechanics Building Maintenance is to be estab­lished as a separate department.
The above rates are based on 8% increase in the classification rate for the period June, 1974 to June, 1975, 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 for the period June, 1975 to June, 1976, and an additional 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 for the period covered June, 1976 to June, 1977.
BEVERAGE PLANT
Dallas, Texas
Rates of Pay and Exceptions to Master Contract 
ARTICLE 3
Grievance and Arbitration
Section 1.Step 2. By conference between the Shop Steward and/or the Business Agent and the Plant Manager.
ARTICLE 5
Seniority
Section 1.Seniority for employees shall prevail.
The last person hired shall be the first laid off. The first person laid off shall be the last recalled.
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Section 2.Seniority shall be broken only by discharge, vol­untary quit, or more than one year layoff. In the event of layoff an employee so laid off shall be given one (1) week’s notice of recall mailed to his last known address by Certified Mail. In the event the employee fails to make himself available for work at the end of said one (1) week, he shall lose all seniority rights.
A list of employees arranged in the order of their seniority with seniority dates, shall be posted in June and December each year in a conspicuous place in their department, with a copy to Local Union. Any controversy over the seniority standing of an employee on the seniority list shall be taken up within thirty (30) days and if no agreement can be reached, it will be submitted to the grievance pro­cedure for settlement. Failure of the employee to protest position within the above specified time limit shall forfeit right to protest.
ARTICLE 7 
Uniforms
Should any employee coming under the jurisdiction of this contract be required to wear special uni­forms, the same shall be furnished and maintained at the Company’s expense. Aprons and gloves will be furnished to employees. Aprons will be replaced when worn out and turned into management with a maximum of three (3) aprons per year. Protective footwear shall be furnished and maintained for em­ployees who are required to stand or work in water.
ARTICLE 27 
Discharge and Suspension
Section 5 does not apply.
ARTICLE 31 
Pension
Contribution effective dates, month of July.
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ARTICLE 33 
Insurance
The Company Group Insurance Plan shall be in effect during the life of this Agreement. The Com­pany’s Dental program shall be in effect for em­ployees covered under the bargaining unit.
The dental program will become effective August 1, 1971, for all full time employees who are on the payroll as of June 21, 1971. Any employee hired after June 21, 1971, shall become eligible for dental coverage the first of the month following one year of full time service.
ARTICLE 37 
Cost of Living
The first cost-of-living allowance shall be effec­tive the first pay period beginning on or after June 22, 1975.
The second cost-of-living allowance shall be effec­tive the first pay period beginning on and after June 20, 1976.
ARTICLE 38 
Termination
From June 21, 1974 to and including June 20, 1977. 
SCHEDULE “A”
Section A.
The following shall be the guaranteed minimum rates of pay and hours of work:
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EFFECTIVE6-23-74 6-22-75 6-20-76CLASSIFICATION 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wkWorking Foreman 
Maintenance Man:
$6.34 $6.72 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
1st 6 months 6.36 6.74 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 6.47 6.86 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.3rd 6 months 6.58 6.97 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.4th 6 months •6.69 7.09 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter 6.79 7.20 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Head Bottler 5.70 6.04 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Labeler, Depalletizer, Fork Lift Operator, Packer, Quality Control,xucii.1st 6 months 5.27 5.59 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 5.38 5.70 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter 5.49 5.82 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
The above rates are based on 8% increase in the classification rate for the period June, 1974 to June, 1975, 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 for the period June, 1975 to June, 1976, and an additional 6% plus cost-of-living allowance re­ferred to in Article 37 for the period covered June, 1976 to June, 1977.
Section B—Hours of Work 
(a) Work WeekThe guaranteed work week for all regular Drivers shall be accomplished in five (5) days or less.
The guaranteed work week for all regular ware- 
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house employees shall be accomplished in five (5) eight (8) hour days.
Effective October 6, 1974, the guaranteed work week for all regular warehouse employees shall be accomplished in five (5) eight (8)hour days or four (4) ten (10) hour days with two (2) consecutive off days.
(b) Daily OvertimeAll time worked in any one day in excess of eight (8) hours shall be paid at the rate of time and one- half (iy2) the regular rate of pay except Truck Drivers.
Effective October 6, 1974, all time worked in any one day in excess of the scheduled hours shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half (1%) except Truck Drivers.
(c) Weekly OvertimeAny hours worked in excess of forty (40) hours in any one week will be paid at the rate of time and one-half (1%).
(d)All time worked on an employee’s first day off shall be paid for at the rate of one and one-half (1%) times the regular rate of pay.
All time worked on an employee’s second day off when he was worked on his first day off that week will be paid for at two (2) times the regular rate of pay.
For employees on a four (4) ten (10) hour day scheduled, effective October 6,1974:
All time worked on an employee’s first and second day off shall be paid for at the rate of one and one- half (1%) times the regular rate of pay.
All time worked on an employee’s third day off shall be paid for at the rate of double (2-times) time when he was worked on his first and second day off.
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(e) Call In GuaranteeAny employee called to work shall be guaranteed four (4) hours work or four (4) hours pay in lieu of work.
(f) Beyond ControlIt is understood that the guarantee is contingent on no lateness or absence due to other personal rea­sons of the employee. It is further understood that this guarantee shall not apply in the case of partial or complete shutdown resulting from fire, flood, strike, or other circumstances which are beyond the control of the Employer.
(g) Night PremiumAny employee who begins or ends his regular shift after 6:00 p.m. or before 6:00 a.m. shall re­ceive fifteen cents (15(*) per hour premium pay for all hours worked between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
(h )Where employees are worked in a higher classifi­cation they shall receive the rate of pay for the higher classification for the actual time worked. Where employees are worked in a lower classifica­tion, they shall receive their regular rate of pay for all work performed.
Section D
Rider to Beverage Division Contract
The Dallas General Drivers, Warehousemen and Helpers Local Union 745 and Safeway Stores, Inc. agree to the following terms and conditions for the Trucking Department. All the terms and conditions of the current collective bargaining agreement be­tween the parties signatory hereto, a copy of which is attached (Period covered June 21, 1974, to and including June 20, 1977) shall be extended to the above named department, except as hereinafter pro­vided :
1.The Company and the Union agree that the Truck-
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ing Department is a separate department and a separate seniority list will be established and main­tained for the Trucking Department.
2.
Article 16—Rest Periods shall not apply to the Trucking Department; however, it is understood drivers shall be allowed coffee stops.
3.
Schedule A., Section A shall be amended as fol­lows:
The following shall be the guaranteed minimum rates of pay.
A. All drivers shall be paid at the rate per mile driving time shown below. Driving time shall in­clude all time worked driving the vehicle, taking on fuel and oil, checking and airing tires enroute and away from home terminal.
CLASSIFICATION 6-23-74 EFFECTIVE6-22-75 6-20-76
Truck Drivers Mileage Rates 15.75 16.50 plus 17.25 plus
Truck Drivers Hourly Rates $ 5.89
c.o.l.
$ 6.24 plus
c.o.l. 
6% plus
The above rates
c.o.l. c.o.l. 
are based on 8% increase in theclassification rate for the period June, 1974 to June, 1975, 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 for the period June, 1975 to June, 1976, and an additional 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 37 for the period covered June, 1976 to June, 1977.B. The hourly rate of pay above shall apply to all time spent in the service of the Company, other than driving.
C. All drivers shall be guaranteed weekly earn­ings of not less than the hourly rate of pay multi­plied by 40 hours.D. Drivers shall, when necessary layover occurs,
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be reimbursed for hotel room expenses upon furnish­ing receipts to the Company.
E. Vacation Pay—Drivers shall be granted one fifty-second (l/52nd) multiplied by the number of weeks earned of their total annual income for twelve months prior to their vacation anniversary date, or 40 hours pay per week earned at the hourly rate, whichever is greater.
4.Schedule A., Section B shall be amended as fol­lows: 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 shall not be applicable to drivers.
5.Drivers assigned to work in another city shall be reimbursed for hotel room and reasonable meal ex­penses (limit of three meals per day) upon furnish­ing receipts to the Company. The Drivers will be guaranteed eight (8) hours work or pay in lieu of work out of each twenty-four (24) hour period.
SOUTHERN SAFEWAY STORES, INC.CONFERENCE OF D. V. ColemanTEAMSTERSNEGOTIATINGCOMMITTEE
Charles E. Haddock Chairman
W. L. Piland Local Union 745
Leo Snow Local Union 886
J. C. Neel Local Union 523
James French Local Union 878
Charlie Thompson Local Union 577
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MILK PLANTS
Dallas, Texas and Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Rates of Pay and Exceptions to Master Contract
ARTICLE 3
Grievance and Arbitration 
Section 1—Filing Grievances
Step 1—By conference between the aggrieved em­ployee, the Shop Steward or both and the Plant Superintendent. If the dispute is not adjusted, the Plant Superintendent will be required to_ give his in­formation and answer to the Union within fifteen (15) working days.
Step 2—By conference between the Shop Steward and/or the Business Agent and the Plant Manager.
ARTICLE 5 
Seniority
Section 1.Seniority rights shall prevail, provided fitness and ability to perform the job are reasonably equal, in matters of job promotions, layoffs, and recall in the Milk Plant (and Delicatessen Department).
(Not Oklahoma City)
Section 2.Seniority shall prevail for the following:
1. Selection of new jobs, permanent vacancies and starting times.
2. Selection of vacation periods.
3. In case of layoff and recall.
4. Call in for extra work or off-day work within the classification.
5. Selection of holiday work within the classifica­tion and shift.
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6. Performing bid work.
7. Overtime work on a daily basis, that exceeds 30 minutes, except in cases of emergency, within the classification.
Section 3.To accomplish the selection of new jobs_ or per­manent vacancies, such new job or vacancies shall be posted for a period of three (3) work days for bid.
Section 4.
(a) The employee with the highest seniority who bids on the job shall receive the job provided he is qualified to perform the work. Assignments will be made within three (3) days after the closing of bids. During bidding period, and until the new employee is installed in job, the employer will designate em­ployee to fill vacancy. If, within the trial period of thirty days, the employee is disqualified, he will be changed back to his former job at his former rate of pay.
(b) An employee may not bid back to his former job within six (6) months after a successful bid. Section 5.
Seniority shall be broken only by discharge, vol­untary quit or more than one-year layoff. In the event of layoff an employee so laid off shall be given seven (7) days notice of recall mailed to his last known address. In the event the employee fails to make himself available for work at the end of said seven (7) days, he shall lose all seniority rights.
Section 6.
A list of employees arranged in the order of their seniority, with seniority dates, shall be posted in June and December each year in a conspicuous place, with a copy to Local Union. Any controversy over the seniority standing of an employee on the senior­ity list shall be taken up within thirty (30) days
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and if no agreement can be reached, it will be sub­mitted to the grievance procedure for settlement. Failure of the employee to protest position within the above specified time limit shall forfeit right to protest.
Section 7.In case of layoff, employees shall be given two (2) days’ notice in writing prior to the end of em­ployee’s work week, or two (2) days’ pay in lieu of such notice, with a copy to the Local Union affected.
ARTICLE 7 
Uniforms
Should any employee coming under the jurisdic­tion of this contract be required to wear special uni­forms, the same shall be furnished and maintained at the Employer’s expense. Aprons will be furnished to regular employees who are regularly required to handle wet products. Aprons will be replaced when worn out and turned into management.
ARTICLE 9
Damage and Defective Equipment 
Section 1—Loss or DamageEmployees shall not be required to pay for loss or damage.
Section 2—Unsafe Equipment
Employees shall not be required to operate any equipment that is not mechanically safe to operate.
ARTICLE 12 
Jury Duty
The Employer agrees to pay a full day’s pay at straight time hourly classification rates for each day an employee is required to serve and does serve on any jury, provided his department is scheduled to work on the day or days actually served on the jury.
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ARTICLE 33 
Insurance
The Company Group Insurance Plan shall be in effect during the life of this Agreement.
The Company’s dental program shall be in effect for employees covered under the bargaining unit. The dental program will become effective August 1, 1971, for all full time employees who are on the payroll as of June 1, 1971. Any employee hired after June 1, 1971, shall become eligible for dental cov­erage the first of the month following one year of full time service.
ARTICLE 34 
Radios
Does not apply.
ARTICLE 34 
Lunch Period 
Is Article 36 in Master.
ARTICLE 35 
Employees Bail
Does not apply.
ARTICLE 35 
Management Trainee
The Company is permitted to use management trainees (limit 2) to perform work covered by the contract provided that an employee in the bargain­ing unit is assigned to the trainee to instruct and teach the work to the trainee.
The trainee shall not be a member of the bargain­ing unit.
The trainee will not be used in a supervisory ca­pacity until removed from trainee status.
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ARTICLE 36 
Cost of Living
Is Article 37 in Master.
The first cost of living allowance shall be effec­tive the first pay period beginning on or after June 15, 1975.
The second cost of living allowance shall be effec­tive the first pay period beginning on and after June 13, 1976.
TERMINATION 
Is Article 37 in Milk.From June 18, 1974 to and including June 17, 1977.
EXHIBIT A
Dallas, Texas 
Section A—Classifications
Milk Plant Classifications
CLASSIFICATIONS Lead Man
Relief Man
EFFECTIVE 6-16-74 6-15-7540 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk.
$6.34 $6.72 plusc.o.l.6.29 6.67 plusc.o.l.
GROUP 1 Pasteurizer,Filler Operator,Shipping Clerks,Receiving Clerks,Cheese Maker,Checkers, Shippers 6.23 6.60 plusc.o.l.
6-13-76 40 hr. wk.6% plusC.0.1.6% plus c.o.l.
6% plus c.o.l.
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GROUP 2
CIP Operators 1st 6 months
Thereafter
6.06
6.15
6.42 plus c.o.l. 6.52 plus c.o.l.
GROUP 3 General Plant and Janitors, Clean-Up Men:1st 6 months 
Thereafter
5.82
5.95
6.17 plus c.o.l. 6.31 plus c.o.l.
Delicatessen Classification
CLASSIFICATION
Relief Man
6-16-74 40 hr. wk.$6.29
EFFECTIVE 6-15-75 40 hr. wk.$6.67 plus c.o.l.
GROUP 1Cookers, Salad Makers, Filler Operators 6.23 6.60 plus c.o.l.
GROUP 2 Cooker and Salad Maker Helpers 1st 6 months
Thereafter
6.06
6.15
6.42 plus c.o.l. 6.52 plus c.o.l.
GROUP 3 Trim Men and Tray Off Men: 1st 6 months
Thereafter
5.82
5.95
6.17 plus c.o.l. 6.31 plusC.O.I.
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6% plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
6% plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
<-13-76 40 hr. wk.6% plus c.o.l.
6% plus c.o.l.
6% plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
6% plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
Maintenance Classification
6-16-74 EFFECTIVE6-15-75 6-13-76CLASSIFICATION 
Maintenance Men:
40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk.
1st 6 months $6.36 $6.74 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 6.47 6.86 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.3rd 6 months 6.58 6.97 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.4th 6 months 6.69 7.09 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter 6.79 7.20 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.It is agreed that the maintenance men will be a separate department and shall be set up and main­tained as such.The above rates are based on 8% increase in the classification rate for the period June, 1974 to June, 1975, 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 36 for the period June, 1975 to June, 1976, and an additional 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 36 for the period covered June, 1976 to June, 1977.
EXHIBIT AOklahoma City, Oklahoma Section A—Classifications
Milk Plant ClassificationEFFECTIVE 6-16-74 6-15-75CLASSIFICATION 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk.Working Foreman $6.34 $6.72 plusc.o.l.Relief Man 6.29 6.67 plusc.o.l.GROUP 1Pasteurizer, Palletizer Operator, Caser Operator, Pure Pak Operator, Shipping Clerk 6.23 6.60 plus c.o.1.
6-13-76 40 hr. wk.6% plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
6% plus c.o.l.103
GROUP 2 
Filler Operator, Receiver, CIP Operator, Shipper, Truck Unloader:1st 6 months 6.06 6.42 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter 
GROUP 3General Plant Labor, Cleanup, Case Man, Bottle Washer, Janitor:
6.15 6.52 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
1st 6 months 5.82 6.17 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter 
Maintenance Men:
5.95 6.31 plus c.o.l. 6% dIus c.o.l.
1st 6 months 6.36 6.74 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 6.47 6.86 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.3rd 6 months 6.58 6.97 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.4th 6 months 6.69 7.09 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter 6.79 7.20 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Leadman 6.90 7.31 plus c.o.l. 6% plusC.0.1.
Maintenance is to be established as a separate de­partment.
The above rates are based on 8% increase in the classification rate for the period June, 1974 to June, 1975, 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 36 for the period June, 1975 to June, 1976, and an additional 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 36 for the period covered June, 1976 to June, 1977.
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The guaranteed work week of forty (40) hours for all regular employees shall be accomplished in five (5) days or less, not necessarily consecutive.
The Company will be allowed to schedule em­ployees on the basis of four 10-hour days, four 9- hour days and one 4-hour day, or five 8-hour days. One and one-half (1%) times the regular rate will be paid for time worked in excess of the scheduled work week or work day.
Effective October 6, 1974, the above schedule shall provide at least two consecutive off days.
The Company will post a work schedule for all regular employees for the following week not later than the end of the work week. Such work schedule will designate days and hours to be worked and will not be changed except where such change is predi­cated by circumstances beyond the control of the Employer.
Any hours worked in excess of forty (40) hours in any one week shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half.
All time worked on an employee’s first day off shall be paid for at the rate of one and one-half (1%) times the regular rate of pay.
All time worked on an employee’s second day off when he was worked on his first day off that week will be paid for at two (2) times the regular rate of pay.
For employees on a four (4) ten (10) hour day schedule, effective October 6, 1974:
All time worked on an employee’s first and second day off shall be paid for at the rate of one and one- half (1%) times the regular rate of pay.
All time worked on an employee’s third day off shall be paid for at the rate of double (2-times) time when he was worked on his first and second day off.
Section B.
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Any employee called to work shall be guaranteed four (4) hours work or four (4) hours pay in lieu of work.
It is understood that the guarantee is contingent on no lateness or absence due to other personal rea­sons of the employee. It is further understood that this guarantee shall not apply in the case of partial or complete shutdown resulting from fire, flood, strike or other circumstances which are beyond the control of the Employer.
Where employees are worked in a higher classifi­cation they shall receive the rate of pay for the higher classification for the actual time worked. Where employees are worked in a lower classifica­tion, they shall receive their regular rate of pay for all work performed.
Any employee who begins or ends his regular shift after 6:00 p.m. or before 6:00 a.m. shall receive fifteen cents (15<*) per hour premium pay for all hours worked between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
Supervisors not covered by this Agreement shall not be directed or permitted to perform work cov­ered by this Agreement except in case of emergency or the training of new employees by supervision.
ICE CREAM PLANT 
Dallas, Texas
Rates of Pay and Exceptions to Master Contract 
ARTICLE 3
Grievance and Arbitration
Section 1.
Step 1. By conference between the aggrieved em­ployee, the Shop Steward and/or the Business Agent and the Plant Superintendent. If the dispute is not adjusted, the Plant Superintendent will be required to give his information and answer to the Union within fifteen (15) working days.
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Step 2. By conference between the Shop Steward and/or the Business Agent and the Plant Manager.
ARTICLE 5 
Seniority
Section 1—Seniority Rights
Seniority rights for employees shall prevail, ability being equal.
Section 2—Loss of Seniority, Layoff and Recall
Seniority for regular employees shall be broken only by discharge, voluntary quit or more than a one-year layoff. In the event of a layoff an em­ployee so laid off shall be given five (5) working days notice. In the event of recall, an employee shall be given five (5) working days notice, mailed to his last known address. In the event the employee fails to make himself available for work at the end of said five (5) days notice, he shall lose all seniority rights under this Agreement.
Section 3—Seniority List
The Company shall within thirty (30) days after signing this agreement, post a seniority list of the employees according to the records of the Company, showing the Company hiring date of continuous service with the Company. The Union shall be fur­nished a copy of said list and said list shall be re­vised from time to time and handled in same manner as above stated. Any questions concerning the sen­iority status of any employee that cannot be mu­tually settled between those affected will be referred to the grievance procedure under Article 3 for set­tlement.
Section 4—Reduction of ForceWhen it becomes necessary to reduce the working force, the last employee hired shall be laid off first and when the force is again increased the employees are to be returned to work in the reverse order in which they were laid off.
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In all cases where physical fitness and ability to perform the required work are equal, seniority rights shall govern. The Employer has the right to transfer any employee or employees in the same classifica­tion, to direct the work, manage the plant and make rules and regulations for the conduct of its business not in conflict with the terms of this Agreement.
Section 6—Posting of Positions 
All new positions or permanent vacancies will be promptly posted at the Company plant for a period of three (3) working days. Qualified employees de­siring such positions shall file application in writing with the plant manager within said three (3) work­ing days. Such assignments will be governed by sen­iority of applicants, fitness and ability being equal. Management shall be the judge of physical fitness and ability, however, the Company agrees in deter­mining fitness and ability that no employee will be discriminated against. If the Union is dissatisfied with the new job assignment, they shall have all rights to the grievance procedure contained herein. Assignment will be made within three (3) working days after bidding is closed. The Union shall be fur­nished a copy of bids and assignments. Employees assigned to jobs on the effective date of this Agree­ment or assigned thereafter will not be permitted to transfer to another position until such time as a vacancy or new position exists.
Section 7—Summer Employees It is further agreed that employees hired during the summer months will accumulate seniority during those months, but will not accumulate seniority from one year to the next.
ARTICLE 7 
Uniforms
Should any employee coming under the jurisdic­tion of this contract be required to wear special uni­forms, same shall be furnished and maintained at Company’s expense.
Section 5.
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All employees working in the cold storage depart­ment shall be furnished the necessary equipment and the equipment shall be maintained at the Com­pany’s expense.
ARTICLE 9
Damage and Defective Equipment
Section 1—Loss or DamageEmployees shall not be required to pay for loss or damage unless clear proof of negligence is shown.
Section 2—Unsafe Equipment Employees shall not be required to operate any equipment that is not mechanically safe to operate.
ARTICLE 10
Vacations
Section 7.Part time Hand Packers (Novelties) shall receive a pro rata vacation equal to average number of hours worked during anniversary year for each week of vacation due.
ARTICLE 12 
Jury Duty
The Company agrees to pay a full day’s pay at straight time hourly classification rate for each day an employee is required to serve and does serve on any jury, provided his department is scheduled to work on the day or days actually served on the jury.
ARTICLE 13 
SCHEDULE OF WAGES 
Dallas, Texas
Section 1—Classifications and Rates of Pay 
The following shall be the guaranteed minimum rates of pay and their effective dates:
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EFFECTIVECLASSIFICATION 6-9-74 6-8-75 4-6-76
Freezer Operatorsand Mixers1st 6 months $5.94 $6.30 plus 6% plusC.O.l. c.o.l.Thereafter 6.16 6.53 plus 6% plusC.O.l. c.o.l.Chief Head HardeningRoom Man 6.10 6.47 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.Clean up Men andUtility Men1st 6 months 5.83 6.18 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.Thereafter 5.96 6.32 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.Warehousemen1st 6 months 5.64 5.98 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.2nd 6 months 5.75 6.10 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.Thereafter 5.85 6.20 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.Hand Packers(Novelties) 4.00 4.24 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.Maintenance Men1st 6 months 6.36 6.74 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.2nd 6 months 6.47 6.86 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.3rd 6 months 6.58 6.97 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.4th 6 months 6.69 7.09 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.Thereafter 6.79 7.20 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.Porter 4.48 4.75 plus 6% plusc.o.l. c.o.l.
Maintenance is to be established and maintained as separate department.
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The above rates are based on 8% increase in the classification rate for the period June, 1974 to June, 1975, 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 35 for the period June, 1975 to June, 1976, and an additional 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 35 for the period covered June, 1976 to June, 1977.
Section 2—Premium PayThere shall be fifteen cents (15^) per hour pre­mium pay for all employees covered by this Agree­ment who work between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
Section 3—Guaranteed Work Week, Overtime Pay,Call-In Pay
(a) Work Week
All regular employees shall be guaranteed a mini­mum of forty (40) hours of work per week in a maximum of five (5) days.
Effective October 6, 1974, the guaranteed work week for all regular warehouse employees shall be accomplished in five (5) eight (8) hour days or four (4) ten (10) hour days with two (2) consecutive off days.
(b)All time worked on an employee’s first day off shall be paid for at the rate of one and one-half (1%) times the regular rate of pay.
All time worked on an employee’s second day off when he was worked on his first day off that week will be paid for at two (2) times the regular rate of pay.
For employees on a four (4) ten (10) hour day schedule, effective October 6, 1974:
All time worked on an employee’s first and second day off shall be paid for at the rate of one and one- half (1%) times the regular rate of pay.
All time worked on an employees third day off 
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shall be paid for at the rate of double (2-times) time when he was worked on his first and second day off.
(c)Extra or casual employees shall not be guaranteed forty (40) hours of work per week.
<d)Any employee called to work shall be guaranteed four (4) hours work or four (4) hours pay in lieu of work at the applicable hourly rate of pay.
Section 4.
Any regular employee laid off due to a reduction of work shall be considered a casual employee until recalled as a regular employee.
Section 5—Weekly and Daily Overtime
(a) All time worked in excess of forty (40) hours in any one week shall be compensated at the rate of time and one-half (1%) the regular rate of pay.
(b) All time worked in any one day in excess of eight (8) hours shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half (1 Ms) the regular rate of pay.
(c) Effective October 6, 1974, all time worked in any one day in excess of the scheduled hours shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half (1%).
Section 6—SupervisorsSupervisors not covered by this Agreement shall not be directed or permitted to perform work cov­ered by this Agreement except in case of emergency or the training of new employees by supervision and to relieve on break periods and lunch periods.
Section 7.Where employees are worked in a higher classifi­cation they shall receive the rate of pay for the higher classification for the actual time worked. Where employees are worked in a lower classifica­tion they shall receive their regular rate of pay for all work performed.
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ARTICLE 14 
Holidays
Section 7 is Section 8 in Dallas Ice Cream. 
Section 7.
The Employer and the Union agree that employees will be allowed to observe their birthday holiday on another day in the same week or following week where mutually agreed. Where employee has a birth­day in the same week of another holiday the Em­ployer agrees to pay time and one-half (1%) the regular rate of pay for all hours worked in excess of twenty-four (24) hours in the holiday week.
Section 8 is Section 9 in Dallas Ice Cream.
Section 10.
Part time hand packers (Novelties) shall be paid holiday pay as provided in Section 1 if they work 20 hours or more during a holiday week.
ARTICLE 15 
Union Liability
It is agreed that there will be no strikes on the part of the Union or lockouts on the part of the Em­ployer pending settlement of a dispute in accordance with the grievance procedure herein established. It is further agreed mutually that the Local Union will, within two (2) weeks of the date of the signing of this Agreement, serve upon the Employer a written notice, which notice will list the Union’s authorized representatives who will deal with the Employer, make commitments for the Union generally and in particular have the sole authority to act for the Union in calling or instituting strikes or any stop­page of work, and the Union shall not be liable for any activities unless so authorized. It is further agreed that in all cases of an unauthorized strike, slowdown, walkout, or any unauthorized cessation of work the Union shall not be liable for damage re­sulting from such unauthorized acts of its members. While the Union shall undertake every reasonable
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means to induce such employees to return to their jobs during any such period of unauthorized stoppage of work mentioned above, it is specifically under­stood and agreed that the Company during the first twenty-four (24) hour period of such unauthorized work stoppage shall have the sole and complete right to discipline short of discharge, and such Union mem­bers shall not be entitled to or have any recourse to any other provisions of this Agreement. After the first twenty-four (24) hour period of such stoppage and if such stoppage continues, however, the Com­pany shall have the sole and complete right to im­mediately discharge any Union member participating in any unauthorized strike-slowdown, walkout, or any other cessation of work, and such Union mem­bers shall not be entitled to or have any recourse to any other provision of this Agreement. It is further agreed and understood that the Local Union shall not be liable for any strike, breach or default in vio­lation of this Agreement unless the act is expressly authorized by the Local Union itself, and/or its agents. The properly authorized officer of the Local Union shall, within twelve (12) hours after request is made to the Local Union, declare and advise the party making such request whether the Local Union has authorized any strike or stoppage of work. The Local Union shall make immediate effort to termi­nate any strike or stoppage of work which is not authorized by it without assuming liability therefor.
ARTICLE 19 
Stewards
Section 3—-Unauthorized Action
The Employer recognizes these limitations upon the authority of job stewards and their alternates, and shall not hold the Union liable for any unau­thorized acts. The Employer in so recognizing such limitations shall have the authority to impose proper discipline, including discharge, in the event the Job Steward has taken unauthorized strike action, slow-
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down, or work stoppage in violation of this Agree­ment. The properly authorized officer of the Local Union shall, within twelve (12) hours after request is made to the Local Union declare and advise the party making such request whether the Local Union has authorized any strike or stoppage of work.
ARTICLE 27 
Discharge and Suspension 
Section 5—Garnishment Action
Does not apply.
ARTICLE 30 
Management Rights
The Management of the Employer’s business and direction of the working forces, including the right to plan, direct and control operations, the right to establish and maintain reasonable rules and regula­tions covering the operation of the plant, which are not in conflict with this Agreement, are vested ex­clusively with the Employer.
ARTICLE 31 
Pension
Effective for the month of September, 1973, the Employer shall contribute to the CENTRAL STATES, SOUTHEAST AND SOUTHWEST AREAS PENSION FUND the sum of Eleven Dollars ($11.00) per week for each employee covered by this Agreement who has been on the payroll thirty (30) days or more. The amount of such contribution shall be increased to Twelve Dollars ($12.00) per week ef­fective for the month of April, 1974, Thirteen Dol­lars ($13.00) per week effective for the month of April, 1975, and Fourteen Dollars ($14.00) per week effective for the month of October, 1975.
ARTICLE 33 
InsuranceThe Company Group Insurance Plan shall be in ef- 
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feet during the life of this Agreement. The Com­pany’s dental program shall be in effect for em­ployees covered under the bargaining unit.
The dental program will become effective Oc­tober 1, 1973 for all full time employees.
Any employee hired after October 1, 1973, shall become eligible for dental coverage the first of the month following one year of full time service.
ARTICLE 34 
Radios
Does not apply.
ARTICLE 35
Employees Bail
Does not apply.
ARTICLE 36 
Lunch Period
Is Article 34 in Ice Cream Contract.
ARTICLE 37 
Cost of Living
Is Article 35 in Ice Cream Contract.
The first cost of living allowance shall be effec­tive the first pay period beginning on or after June 8, 1975.
The second cost of living allowance shall be effec­tive the first pay period beginning on and after June 6, 1976..
NEW ARTICLE 36 
Management Trainee
The Company is permitted to use management trainees (limit 2) to perform work covered by the contract provided that an employee in the bargain­
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ing unit is assigned to the trainee to instruct and teach the work to the trainee.
The trainee shall not be a member of the bargain­ing unit.
The trainee will not be used in a supervisory ca­pacity until removed from trainee status.
TERMINATION
Is Article 37 in Ice Cream Contract.
From June 9, 1974 to and including June 8, 1977. 
Section PIt is agreed between the Company and Local Union 745 that the contract will be open for negotiations as provided in Article 37 for additional contributions to the Pension Fund in March, 1976.
DALLAS GENERAL SAFEWAY STORES, INC.DRIVERS, WARE- D. V. ColemanHOUSEMEN ANDHELPERS, LOCALUNION 745
Charles E. HaddockChairman
Safeway Negotiation Committee
ICE CREAM PLANT 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Rates of Pay and Exceptions to Master Contract
ARTICLE 3
Grievance and Arbitration
Section 1.
Step 1—By conference between the aggrieved em­ployee, the Shop Steward or both and the Plant Su­perintendent. If the dispute is not adjusted, the Plant Superintendent will be required to give his in­formation and answer to the Union within fifteen (15) working days.Step 2—By conference between the Shop Steward and/or the Business Agent and the Plant Manager.
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ARTICLE 5 
Seniority
Section 1.Seniority rights shall prevail, provided fitness and ability to perform the job are reasonably equal, in matters of job promotions, layoffs and recall in the Ice Cream Department. The last person hired shall be the first laid off. The first person laid off shall be the last recalled.
Section 2.
Seniority shall prevail for the following:
1. Selection of new jobs, permanent vacancies and starting times.
2. Selection of vacation periods.
3. In case of layoff and recall.4. Call in for extra work or off-day work within the classification.5. Selection of holiday work within the classifica­tion and shift.6. Performing bid work.7. Overtime work on a daily basis, that exceeds 30 minutes, except in cases of emergency, within the classification.
Section 3.To accomplish the selection of new jobs or per­manent vacancies, such new job or vacancies shall be posted for a period of three (3) work days for bid.
Section 4.(a) The employee with the highest seniority who bids on the job shall receive the job provided he is qualified to perform the work. Assignments will be made within three (3) days after the closing of bids. During bidding period, and until the new employee is installed in job, the employer will designate em­ployee to fill vacancy. If within the trial period of thirty days, the employee is disqualified, he will be
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changed back to his former job at his former rate of pay.
(b) An employee may not bid back to his former job within six (6) months after a successful bid.
Section 5.
Seniority shall be broken only by discharge, vol­untary quit or more than one-year layoff. In the event of layoff an employee so laid off shall be given seven (7) days notice of recall mailed to his last known address. In the event the employee fails to make himself available for work at the end of said seven (7) days, he shall lose all seniority rights.
Section 6.
A list of employees arranged in the order of their seniority, with seniority dates, shall be posted in June and December each year in a conspicuous place, with a copy to Local Union. Any controversy over the seniority standing of an employee on the seniority list shall be taken up within thirty (30) days and if no agreement can be reached, it will be submitted to the grievance procedure for settlement. Failure of the employee to protest position within the above specified time limit shall forfeit right to protest.
Section 7.
In case of layoff, employees shall be given two (2) days’ notice in writing prior to the end of em­ployees’ work week, or two (2) days’ pay in lieu of such notice, with a copy to the Local Union affected.
ARTICLE 7 
Uniforms
Should any employee coming under the jurisdic­tion of this contract be required to wear special uni­forms, the same shall be furnished and maintained at the Employer’s expense. All employees working in the hardening room shall be furnished the neces­sary equipment and the equipment shall be main­tained at the Employer’s expense.
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ARTICLE 9
Damage and Defective Equipment
Section 1—Loss or DamageEmployees shall not be required to pay for loss or damage.
Section 2—Unsafe Equipment Employees shall not be required to operate any equipment that is not mechanically safe to operate.
ARTICLE 12
Jury Duty
The Employer agrees to pay a full day’s pay at straight time hourly classification rates for each day an employee is required to serve and does serve on any jury, provided his department is scheduled to work on the day or days actually served on the jury.
ARTICLE 33 
Insurance
The Company Group Insurance Plan and Dental Plan shall be in effect during the life of this Agree­ment.
Any employee hired after June 6, 1971, shall be­come eligible for dental coverage the first of the month following one year of full time service.
ARTICLE 34 
Radios
Does not apply.
ARTICLE 35 
Employees Bail
Does not apply.
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ARTICLE 36 
Lunch Period
Is Article 34 in Ice Cream Contract.
ARTICLE 37 
Cost of Living
Is Article 35 in Ice Cream Contract.
The first cost of living allowance shall be effec­tive the first pay period beginning on or after June 8, 1975.
The second cost of living allowance shall be ef­fective the first pay period beginning on and after June 6, 1976.
ARTICLE 36 
Management Trainee
The Company is permitted to use management trainees (limit 2) to perform work covered by the contract provided that an employee in the bargaining unit is assigned to the trainee to instruct and teach the work to the trainee.
The trainee shall not be a member of the bargain­ing unit.
The trainee will not be used in a supervisory ca­pacity until removed from trainee status.
TERMINATION
Is Article 37 in Ice Cream Contract.
June 9, 1974 to and including June 8, 1977.
EXHIBIT “A”
Section A—Classifications
Ice Cream Plant Classifications 
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6-9-74 EFFECTIVE6-8-75 6-6-76CLASSIFICATION 40 hr. wk.
GROUP 1 Hardening Room Foreman, Production
40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk
Foreman $6.34 $6.72 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
GROUP 2Mixer, Freezer Operator, Vitaline Operator:1st 6 months 5.94 6.30 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter 
GROUP 3Hardening Room Man, Utility Man, Clean-Up Man, Flavorman:
6.16 6.53 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
1st 6 months 5.83 6.18 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter
GROUP 4 Packers:
5.96 6.32 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
1st 6 months 4.27 4.53 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 4.43 4.70 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter 
Maintenance Men
4.59 4.87 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
1st 6 months 6.36 6.74 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 6 months 6.47 6.86 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.3rd 6 months 6.58 6.97 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.4th 6 months 6.69 7.09 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter 6.79 7.20 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
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Maintenance is to be established as a separate de­partment.
The above rates are based on 8% increase in the classification rate for the period June, 1974 to June, 1975, 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 35 for the period June, 1975 to June, 1976, and an additional 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 35 for the period covered June, 1976 to June, 1977.
Section B.The guaranteed work week of forty (40) hours for all regular employees shall be accomplished in five (5) days or less, not necessarily consecutive.
The Company will be allowed to schedule em­ployees on the basis of four 10-hour days, four 9- hour days and one 4-hour day, or five 8-hour days. One and one-half (1%) times the regular rate will be paid for time worked in excess of the scheduled work week or work day.
Effective October 6, 1974, the above schedule shall provide at least two consecutive off days.
The Company will post a work schedule for all regular employees for the following week not later than the end of the work week. Such work schedule will designate days and hours to be worked and will not be changed except where such change is predi­cated by circumstances beyond the control of the Employer.
Any hours worked in excess of forty (40) hours in any one week shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half.
All time worked on an employee’s first day off shall be paid for at the rate of one and one-half (1%) times the regular rate of pay.
All time worked on an employee’s second day off when he was worked on his first day off that week will be paid for at two (2) times the regular rate of pay.
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For employees on a four (4) ten (10) hour day schedule, effective October 6,1974:
All time worked on an employee’s first and second day off shall be paid for at the rate of one and one- half (1%) times the regular rate of pay.
All time worked on an employee’s third day off shall be paid for at the rate of double (2-times) time when he was worked on his first and second day off.
Any employee called to work shall be guaranteed four (4) hours work or four (4) hours pay in lieu of work.
It is understood that the guarantee is contingent on no lateness or absence due to other personal rea­sons of the employee. It is further understood that this guarantee shall not apply in the case of partial or complete shutdown resulting from fire, flood, strike or other circumstances which are beyond the control of the Employer.
Where employees are worked in a higher classifi­cation they shall receive the rate of pay for the higher classification for the actual time worked. Where employees are worked in a lower classifica­tion, they shall receive their regular rate of pay for all work performed.
Any employee who begins or ends his regular shift after 6:00 p.m. or before 6:00 a.m. shall re­ceive fifteen cents (150 per hour premium pay for all hours worked between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
Supervisors not covered by this Agreement shall not be directed or permitted to perform work cov­ered by this Agreement except in case of emergency or the training of new employees by supervision.
It is further agreed that employees hired during summer months will accumulate seniority during those months, but not accumulate seniority from one year to the next.
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Any regular employee laid off, due to a reduction of work, shall be considered a casual employee until recalled as a regular employee. Extra or casual em­ployees will not be used when full time employees are available.
ICE CREAM PLANT 
Little Rock, Arkansas
Rates of Pay and Exceptions to Master Contract 
ARTICLE 3
Grievance and Arbitration
Section 1.
Step 1—By conference between the aggrieved em­ployee, the Shop Steward and/or the Business Agent and the Plant Manager, or
Step 2—By conference between the Shop Steward and/or the Business Agent and the Plant Manager.
Section 2—Appeal to Arbitration
The Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service shall be requested to furnish a list of arbitrators. The party requesting the arbitration shall strike the first name and the other party shall strike the next name alternately until only one name remains. Then this one whose name remains shall be the neutral arbitrator.
ARTICLE 5 
Seniority
Section 1—Plant Wide
Seniority for employees shall be on a plant-wide basis. Fitness and ability being equal seniority shall prevail. The last person hired shall be the first laid off. The first person laid off shall be the last re­called.
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Section 2—Purpose
Seniority shall prevail for the following:
1. Selection of new jobs or permanent vacancies.
2. In case of lay-off and recall.
3. Selection of shift.
4. Call-in for extra work or off-day work.
5. Selection of holiday work.
6. Performing bid work.
7. Overtime work on a daily basis.
8. Selection of vacation period.
Section 3—Posting of Positions
To accomplish the selection of new jobs or per­manent vacancies, such new jobs or vacancies shall be posted for a period of three (3) work days for bid by employees.
Section 4—Assignments
The employee with the highest seniority who bids on the job shall receive the job provided he is quali­fied to perform the work. Assignments will be made within three (3) days after the closing of bids. If within the trial period of thirty (30) days, the em­ployee is disqualified, he will be changed back to his former job at former rate of pay.
Section 5—Layoff TransferAny employee transferred to another position as a result of layoff due to reduction of force shall be given an opportunity to return to his original posi­tion when the force is increased.
Section 6—Loss of Seniority Seniority shall be broken only by discharge, vol­untary quit, or more than a one year layoff. In the event of a layoff an employee so laid off shall be given seven (7) days notice of recall mailed to his
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last known address by certified mail. In the event the employee fails to make himself available for work at the end of said seven (7) days he shall lose all seniority rights.
Section 7—Seniority List
A list of employees arranged in the order of their seniority, with seniority dates, shall be posted in December each year in a conspicuous place in their department, with a copy to Local Union. Any con­troversy over the seniority standing of an employee on the seniority list shall be taken up within thirty (30) days and if no agreement can be reached, it will be submitted to the grievance procedure for set­tlement. Failure of employee to protest position within the above specified time shall forfeit the right to protest.
ARTICLE 7 
Uniforms
Should any employee coming under the jurisdic­tion of this contract be required to wear special uni­forms, the same shall be furnished and maintained at the Company’s expense. All employees working in the freezer locker shall be furnished the necessary equipment and the equipment shall be maintained at the Company’s expense.
ARTICLE 8 
Illness and Sick Leave
Section 1—Job Protection
It is further agreed that any employee covered by this contract who may be absent from work on ac­count of personal illness which has been properly reported, on his return will be given the job he was on before such illness occurred, provided that he is physically able to perform his previous work.
Section 2—Sick LeaveThe Company policy on sick leave shall apply for
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all employees coming under jurisdiction of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 9
Damage and Defective Equipment
Section 1—Loss or DamageEmployees shall not be required to pay for loss or damage.
Section 2—Unsafe Equipment
Employees shall not be required to operate any equipment that is not mechanically safe to operate.
ARTICLE 10 
Vacations
Section 1—Schedule of BenefitsIt is agreed that all employees coming under the jurisdiction of this Agreement, shall at the end of fifty-two (52) weeks continuous service with the firm, be entitled to one (1) week vacation with pay. All employees with three (3) years continuous serv­ice shall be entitled to two (2) weeks vacation with pay. All employees with twelve (12) years contin­uous service shall be entitled to three (3) weeks va­cation with pay. All employees with sixteen (16) years of continuous service shall be entitled to four (4) weeks vacation with pay; employees to pick their vacation by order of seniority, and said period to have the approval of their employer. Effective January 1, 1973, all employees with eight (8) years continuous service shall be entitled to three (3) weeks vacation with pay.
Section 2—No Loss of BenefitsAt the end of fifty-two (52) weeks service, or three (3) years service, or twelve (12) years service or sixteen (16) years service, or eight (8) years service effective January 1, 1973, whatever the length of service, if any employee either resigns or is discharged before taking his vacation, he shall
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have one (1) weeks pay, or two (2) weeks pay, or three (3) weeks pay, or four (4) weeks pay, or ef­fective January 1, 1973, three (3) weeks pay, in lieu of same.
Section 3—AbsenceAbsenses during the anniversary year not in ex­cess of thirty (30) consecutive days shall be consid­ered as time worked when computing vacation eligi­bility. The Company may require an employee to make up absences in excess of thirty (30) consecu­tive days not compensated for in an anniversary year.
Section 4—Anniversary Date
All employees with three (3) or more years of service shall have January 1st of each year as their anniversary date for the purpose of selecting vaca­tion.
Section 5—Part Time Employee
After completing one continuous year of service, part-time employees who actually work 60% or more, but less than a full year, shall be entitled to a prorated vacation. Employees with three (3) or more years of service who quit or terminate will be en­titled to prorata vacation pay except in cases of dis­honesty. Pro rata will be two (2) weeks equal one- sixth (l/6th) of a week’s pay per month of service, three (3) weeks equal one-fourth ( 14 th) of a week’s pay per month of service and four (4) weeks equal one-third (1/3) of a week’s pay per month of service.
ARTICLE 11 
Leave of Absence 
Section 3—Maternity Leave
Does not apply.
ARTICLE 12 
Jury Duty
The Company agrees to pay a full days pay at
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straight time hourly classification rates for each day an employee is required to serve and does on any jury, provided his department is scheduled to work on the day or days actually served on the jury.
Section 1—Schedule of BenefitsAll employees shall receive eight (8) hours pay for the following holidays without working on such days:
Section 2—Holiday Work
Work performed on these holidays shall be paid for at the rate of one and one-half (1%) times the straight time hourly rate, which shall be in addition to the regular holiday pay. The regular holiday pay may be used in making up the basic work week, however, the premium pay for holiday work shall be in addition to the regular weekly guarantee.
Section 3—Qualifications for Pay
Any employee failing to report for work the scheduled work day preceding the holiday and/or the scheduled work day following the holiday shall not receive pay for such holiday except in cases of ex­cused absence or absence due to sickness or injury.
Section 4—Holiday on Weekend
When a holiday falls on Sunday, the following Monday shall be observed as the legal holiday. When a holiday falls on Saturday, the preceding Friday shall be observed.
Section 5—Holiday in Vacation
Each employee covered by this Contract shall be
ARTICLE 14 
Holidays
New Year’s Day Memorial Day Independence Day Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day Christmas Day Employee’s Birthday Personal Holiday
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given an extra days pay or an additional days va­cation with pay when a holiday occurs in his vaca­tion week(s). During the holiday week, the basic work week shall be accomplished in the first four (4) days worked, excluding time worked on the holiday.
Section 6—Overtime Holiday Week
Time and one-half (1%) will be paid for all hours worked in excess of thirty-two (32) in any holiday week.
Section 7—Holiday Period
For the purpose of determining premium pay for work performed on a holiday, the contractual holiday shall be from 12:01 a.m. to 12:00 midnight of the holiday.
Section 8—Employee’s Birthday
The Employer and the Union agree that employees will be allowed to observe their birthday holiday on another day in the same week or the week following where mutually agreed. Where employee has a birth­day in the same week of another holiday the Em­ployer agrees to pay time and one-half (1%) the regular rate of pay for all hours worked in excess of twenty-four (24) hours in the holiday week.
Section 9—Personal HolidayThe day selected by an employee to be observed as a personal holiday will be given to the employer two (2) weeks in advance. The employer shall not be required to allow more than one (1) employee to observe the same designated personal holiday.
ARTICLE 16 
Rest Periods
There shall be two (2) fifteen minute rest periods daily, one during the first part of the shift and one in the second part. Where employees are going to work overtime, ten (10) hours or more in one day, an additional fifteen (15) minute rest period will be provided.
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Funeral Leave
In the event of death in an employee’s immediate family (employee’s parents, spouse, children, bro­thers, sisters, father-in-law, or mother-in-law, grandchildren), the employee shall be entitled to be absent from work for such time as is necessary to make arrangements for and attend the funeral. Dur­ing such absence, the employee shall be compensated at his straight time hourly classification rate for such regular working time lost. Such absentee com­pensation shall not include pay for lost overtime, vacation time, or premium pay. It shall include paid holiday pay and night premium pay. It is under­stood that an employee will be allowed one (1) day off to attend funeral of other close relatives with pay for working time lost. Close relatives under this Article shall mean grandparents, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, niece, nephew, uncle, aunt and first cousins. Dishonesty under this Article shall result in discharge.
ARTICLE 20 
Bonds
Should the Employer require any employee to give bond, cash bond shall not be compulsory, and any premium involved shall be paid by the Employer.
ARTICLE 21
Examinations
Any examination required by the Employer shall be paid for by the Employer.
ARTICLE 22 
Pay Periods
All employees covered by this Agreement shall be paid in full each week.
ARTICLE 17
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Compensation Claims and Military Clause 
Section 1—Workmen’s Compensation
The Employer agrees to carry Compensation In­surance and to exert all possible means to obtain prompt payment of injury compensation claims by his compensation insurance carrier. When employee is injured on the job, he will be paid the rest of the scheduled day, not to exceed a combined total of forty (40) hours for the week.
Section 2—Military Clause
The Employees employment relationship with the Employer shall be subject to the Selective Service Training Act of 1940, including the subsequent amendments thereto. (Is Article 24 in Master.)
ARTICLE 25 
Posting of Agreement
Is Article 24 in Ice Cream.
ARTICLE 27 
Discharge and Suspension
Is Article 26 in Ice Cream.
Section 1—Cause for Action
The Employer shall not discharge nor suspend nor take any other disciplinary action as respects any employee without just cause, but in respect to dis­charge, suspension or other disciplinary action shall give at least one warning notice of the complaint against such employee to the employee in writing and a copy of same to the Union affected, except that no warning notice need be given to an employee before he is discharged if the cause of such dis­charge is dishonesty, or drinking of or under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or drugs while on duty, or drinking of alcoholic beverages on Company property or recklessness resulting in serious accident while on duty, or failure to perform regular duties as assigned.
ARTICLE 23
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ARTICLE 28
Transfer of Company Title
Is Article 27 in Ice Cream Contract.
ARTICLE 29
Separability and Savings Clause 
Is Article 28 in Ice Cream Contract.
ARTICLE 30 
Management Rights 
Is Article 29 in Ice Cream Contract.
ARTICLE 31 
Pension
The Company Pension Plan shall be in effect dur­ing the life of this Agreement. Copies of this plan shall be made available to each of the employees and the Union.
ARTICLE 32 
No Discrimination
The parties agree to fully comply with applicable laws and regulations regarding discrimination against any employee, or applicant for employment, because of race, religion, color, national origin, sex or age of such person.
ARTICLE 33 
Insurance
Is Article 30 in Ice Cream Contract.The Employer’s participation in the Teamsters Central States, Southeast and Southwest Areas Health and Welfare Fund shall be discontinued as of September 30, 1972, and in lieu thereof the Com­pany’s United States Plans for Group Insurance
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shall become effective October 1, 1972, so as to pro­vide continuous benefit coverage to both employee and employee’s dependents.
The Company Dental Plan shall become effective October 1, 1972, for all full time employees who are on the payroll May 28, 1972. Any full time employee hired after May 28, 1972, shall become eligible for Dental coverage the first of the month following six (6) months of full time service. Eligibility re­quirements are as detailed in the plan.
The Group Insurance contributions and eligibility requirements are as provided for in the Plan.
ARTICLE 34 
Radios
Does not apply.
ARTICLE 35 
Employees Bail
Does not apply.
ARTICLE 36 Lunch Period
Does not apply.
ARTICLE 37 
Cost of Living
Does not apply.
TERMINATION
Is Article 33 in Ice Cream Contract May 28, 1972, to and including May 31,1975.
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1972-1975 LABOR AGREEMENT 
SAFEWAY STORES, INC.
Ice Cream Dept.
Little Rock, Arkansas 
SCHEDULE “A”
Wages and Hours
Section 1—Classifications and Rates 
The following shall be the guaranteed minimumrates of pay:
CLASSIFICATION Effective 6-2-74 40 hr. wk.Mixer & Freezer Operator1st 6 months $5.94Thereafter 6.16Warehouseman1st 6 months 5.642nd 6 months 5.75Thereafter 5.85Clean-Up Man and Utility Man1st 6 months 5.83Thereafter 5.96Maintenance Man1st 6 months 6.362nd 6 months 6.473rd 6 months 6.584th 6 months 6.69Thereafter 6.79
Section 2—Work WeekThe guaranteed work week for all full time em­ployees shall be accomplished in five (5) eight (8) hour days.
Section 3—Daily Overtime
All time worked in any one day in excess of eight (8) hours shall be paid at the rate of time and one- half (1%) the regular rate of pay.
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Section 4—Weekly Overtime 
Any hours worked in excess of forty (40) hours in any one week will be paid at the rate of time and one-half (1%).
Section 5—Off Day Work
All time worked on any employee’s first day off shall be paid for at the rate of one and one-half (iy2) times the regular rate of pay. All time worked on an employee’s second day off when he was worked on his first day off that week will be paid for at two (2) times the regular rate of pay.
Section 6—Call In GuaranteeAny employee called to work shall be guaranteed four (4) hours work or four (4) hours pay in lieu of work.
Section 7—Night PremiumAny employee who begins or ends his regular shift after 6:00 p.m. or before 6:00 a.m. shall re­ceive ten (10) cents per hour premium pay for all hours worked between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
Section 8—SupervisorsSupervisors not covered by this Agreement shall not be permitted or directed to perform work cov­ered by this Agreement except in case of emergency or the training of new employees by supervision.
Section 9—Freezer Premium 
Any employee performing Freezer or Hardening Room work for a period of four (4) hours or more per day, shall receive ten cents (1(K) per hour pre­mium pay for all hours worked. This provision does not apply to the classification of Freezer Operator.
Section 10—Pyramiding Overtime 
Nothing in this Agreement shall be interpreted to permit the pyramiding of overtime.
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Section 11—Layoff Notice
The employer agrees to grant a five (5) days notice in writing to any employee who is laid off for lack of work.
Section 12—Lunch Period
All employees shall be allowed a lunch period of thirty (30) minutes approximately in the middle of their shift.
EGG PLANT 
Searcy, Arkansas
Rates of Pay and Exceptions to Master Contract 
ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement made and entered into by and between the SAFEWAY STORES, INC., EGG PLANT, Searcy, Arkansas, party of the first part, hereinafter called the “Employer,” and CHAUF­FEURS, TEAMSTERS AND HELPERS LOCAL UNION NO. 878, affiliated with the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehouse­men and Helpers of America, party of the second part, hereinafter called the "Union”.
WITNESSETH: That for the purpose of mutual understanding and in order that a harmonious rela­tionship may exist between the Employer and the Union to the end that continuous and efficient serv­ice will be rendered to and by both parties, for the benefit of both, it is hereby agreed that:
ARTICLE 1
The Employer recognizes the Union as the ex­clusive bargaining representative of each of the em­ployees working in the classifications set forth in this Agreement, as certified by the National Labor Relations Board following election held on Decem­ber 8,1966.
ARTICLE 2 
Section 1—Union ShopAll present employees who are members of the 
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Local Union on the effective date of this subsec­tion or on the date of execution of this Agreement, whichever is later, shall remain members of the Local Union in good standing as a condition of em­ployment. AH present employees who are not mem­bers of the Local Union and all employees who are hired hereafter shall become and remain members in good standing of the Local Union as a condition of employment on and after the 31st day following the begining of their employment or on and after the 31st day following the date of execution of this subsection whichever is the later. This provision shall be made and become effective as of such time as it may be made and become effective under the provisions of the National Labor Relations Act, as amended but not retroactively.
Section 2—Additional Employees When the Employer needs additional employees it shall give the Union equal opportunity with all other sources to provide suitable applicants, but shall be under no obligation to hire such applicants. Section 3—New Employee List
The Employer will furnish monthly to the Union a list of all new employees hired and a list of those separated from employment during the preceding month.Section 4—New Employees A new employee shall work under the provisions of this Agreement, but shall be employed only on a thirty (30) calendar day trial basis, during which period he may be discharged without further re­course; provided however, that the Employer may not discharge or discipline for the purpose of evad­ing this Agreement or discriminating against Union members. After thrty (30) calendar days, the em­ployees shall be placed on the regular seniority list.
ARTICLE 3
Grievance and Arbitration 
Section 1—Grievance Procedure 
Should any difference, dispute, or complaint arise
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over the interpretation or application of the con­tents of this Agreement, such matters must be taken up within ten (10) days of the alleged grievance and an earnest effort shall be made by both parties to settle the matter promply through the following steps:
Step 1—By conference between the aggrieved em­ployee, the Steward and/or the Business Agent and the Plant Manager. If the dispute is not adjusted, the Department Manager will be required to give his information and answer to the Union within fif­teen (15) working days.
Step 2—In the event the last step fails to settle the grievance, it shall be referred to a Board of Arbitration. There shall be a permanent Arbitration Board comprised of four members—two representing the Union and two representing the Company. The Chairman of the Union Negotiating Committee and/ or his appointee(s) shall represent the Union. The Branch Manager of Safeway Stores Industrial Rela­tions Department and/or his appointee(s) shall represent the Company, representatives to serve as permanent Arbitrators and alternates shall be sub­mitted in writing within ten (10) days following the signing of this Areement. The Board shall meet on a mutually agreeable date within fifteen (15) days after the request is made by the complaining party’s Chairman. Any majority decision reached by these permanent arbitrators shall be final and binding on both parties. However, if they are unable to reach an agreement, another neutral party shall be se­lected within ten (10) days. The procedure out­lined below shall be followed in selecting the neutral arbitrator:
The Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service shall be requested to furnish a list of arbitrators. The Party requesting the arbitration shall strike the first name and the other party shall strike the next name alternately until one name remains, then this one whose name remains shall be the neutral arbi­trator. It is agreed that during such procedure there
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shall be no lockouts, strikes or stoppages of work.
Both parties agree to diligently see to it that the case proceeds to arbitration within thirty (30) days.
Secion 2—Decision
The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on both parties however the Board of Arbi­tration shall be limited to the interpretation of the Agreement and shall not be vested with the power to change, add to, modify or alter the terms of the contract. Failure of either party to comply with the arbitrator’s award or failure to meet or failure or refusal to submit to the grievance procedure, in ac­cordance with Section (a) above, shall provide the other party the right to all economic or legal re­course.
Section 3—Expenses
The expenses of the representatives appointed by the Union shall be paid by the Union and the ex­penses of the representatives of the Employer shall be paid by the Employer. Any expense incurred by the fifth or neutral member will be borne equally by the Employer and the Union.
ARTICLE 5 
Seniority
Section 1—Rights
Seniority for employees shall be on a plant-wide basis. Fitness and ability being equal, seniority shall prevail. The last person hired shall be the first laid off and the first person laid off shall be the last re­called provided however, that this provision does not require the unnecessary use of unskilled employees in the performance of the work. Regular full time employees who have been laid off in accordance with this Agreement shall be offered the opportunity to perform whatever part time work becomes avail­able without regard to the forty (40) hour guar­antee.
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Section 2—Loss of Seniority
Seniority shall be broken only by discharge, vol­untary resignation or more than 1 year layoff.
Section 3—Recall
The Employee shall be given written notice of re­call by certified letter mailed to his last known home address and a copy of same shall be given to the Union. In the event the employee fails to make him­self available for work two (2) days after delivery or attempted delivery of said notice, he shall lose all seniority rights unless he has notified the Employer of his intent to return to work and has been granted a reasonable time extension in which to report.
Section 4—Seniority List
A list of employees arranged in the order of their seniority shall be posted in a conspicuous place at their place of employment. Any controversy over the seniority standing of any employee on the sen­iority list shall be handled in accordance with the Grievance Procedure. It is agreed that seniority lists shall be revised and posted in June and December of each year, and the Union shall be furnished copies of all seniority lists.
Section 5—Posting of Positions
To accomplish the selection of new jobs or per­manent vacancies, such new jobs or vacancies shall be posted for a period of three (3) work days for bid by employees. The employee with the highest seniority who bids on the job shall receive the job provided he is qualified to perform the work. As­signments will be made on the first day of the next work week after the closing of bids. Any employee transferred to another position as a result of layoff due to reduction of force shall be given an oppor­tunity to return to his original position when the force is increased.
ARTICLE 7 
Uniforms
The Employer agrees that if any employee is re- 
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quired to wear any kind of uniform as a condition of his continued employment, such uniform shall be furnished and maintained by the Employer, free of charge at the standard required by the Employer.
ARTICLE 9
Damage and Defective Equipment 
Section 1—Loss or DamageEmployees shall not be required to pay for loss or damage.
ARTICLE 10 
Vacations
Section 1—Schedule of BenefitsIt is agreed that all employees coming under the jurisdiction of this Agreement shall at the end of fifty-two (52) weeks continuous service with the firm, be entitled to one (1) week of vacation with pay. All employees with three (3) year’s continuous service shall be entitled to two (2) weeks’ vacation with pay. All employees with ten (10) year’s con­tinuous service shall be entitled to three (3) weeks vacation with pay; employees to pick their vacation by order of seniority, and said period to have the approval of their employer.
Effective January 1, 1975 all employees with eight (8) years of continuous service shall be entitled to three (3) weeks vacation with pay.
Effective January 1, 1976, all employees with fifteen (15) years of continuous service shall be en­titled to four (4) weeks vacation with pay.
Section 2—Loss of BenefitsAt the end of fifty-two (52) weeks service, or three (3) years service or ten (10) years service, or effective January 1, 1975 eight (8) years service, or effective January 1, 1976, fifteen (15) years service, whatever the length of service, if an employee either resigns or is discharged before taking his vacation, he shall have one (1) week’s pay, or two (2) weeks’
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pay, or three (3) week’s pay, or effective January 1, 1975, three (3) week’s pay, or effective January 1, 1976, four (4) week’s pay in lieu of same.
Section 3—Absence
Absences during the anniversary year not in ex­cess of thirty (30) consecutive days shall be consid­ered as time worked when computing vacation eligi­bility. The Company may require an employee to make up absences in excess of thirty (30) consecu­tive days not compensated for in an anniversary year.
Section 4—Anniversary Date
All employees with three (3) or more years of service shall have January 1st of each year as their anniversary date for the purpose of selecting vaca­tion. Employees who quit or terminate after their vacation, but before their employment anniversary date shall reimburse the Company or the Company may withhold from his final check the amount of prepaid, unearned vacation on a pro rata basis.
Section 5.
Part time employees shall receive a pro rata va­cation equal to the average number of hours worked during anniversary year for each week of vacation due.
Section 6.At least ten percent (10%) of the employees on a departmental basis will be allowed to go on vaca­tions at any one time except at least five percent (5%) will be allowed to go on vacation in holiday weeks. However at least one (1) will be allowed to go on vacation in either regular weeks or holiday weeks.
ARTICLE 12 
Jury Duty
The Employer will pay an employee serving on a jury the difference between fees paid him by public
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authority for such service and earnings for the time which such service forces him to lose from work.
Section 1—Days ObservedAll employees shall receive eight (8) hours pay for the following holidays without working on such days:
Section 8.Employees with one or more years of service shall be granted a floating holiday each year. The day selected by the employee will be given to the em­ployer two (2) weeks in advance. The employer shall not be required to grant the floating holiday in a holiday week. The Company shall not be required to allow more than 5% of the employees on a depart­mental basis to observe the floating holiday on the same day.
There shall be two (2) ten (10) minutes rest periods daily; one during the first part of the shift and one in the second part.
Where employees are going to work ten (10) hours or more in one day, an additional ten (10) minute rest period will be provided.
Where it is known employees are going to work ten (10) hours or more, the third (3rd) ten (10) minute rest period will be taken at the end of eight (8) hours.
ARTICLE 14 
Holidays
New Year’s Day Memorial Day Fourth of July Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day Christmas Day Employee’s Birthday Floating Holiday, effective January 1, 1976
ARTICLE 16 
Rest Periods
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ARTICLE 19 
Stewards
Section 1—Designation
The Employer recognizes the right of the Union to designate Stewards from the Employer’s seniority list.
Section 2—AuthorityThe authority of Steward so designated shall be limited to and shall not exceed the following duties and activities:
1. The investigation and presentation of griev­ances to the Employer in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement;
2. The collection of dues when so authorized by appropriate Union action; or
3. The transmission of such messages and infor­mation which shall originate with, and are au­thorized by the Union or its officers, provided such messages and information have been re­duced to writing, or if not reduced to writing, are of a routine nature and do not involve work stoppages, slow-downs, refusal to handle goods, or any other interference with the Employer’s business.
Section 3—Limitation of Authority
Stewards shall have no authority to take strike action, or any other action interrupting the Em­ployer’s business, except as authorized by official action of the Union. The Employer recognizes these limitations upon the authority of Stewards and shall not hold the Union liable for any unauthorized acts.
Section 4—No Lost PayThere shall be no loss of pay for the Steward due to meeting with company officials in order to dis­cuss matters concerning work or grievances.
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ARTICLE 20 
Bonds
Does not apply.
ARTICLE 21 
Physical Examination
Any physical or mental examinations shall be promptly complied with by all employees, provided, however, the Employer shall pay for all such phy­sical and mental examinations. The Employer re­serves the right to select his own medical examiner or physician and the Union may if in its opinion an injustice has been done an employee have said em­ployee re-examined. If the two physicians disagree, they shall mutually agree on a third physician whose decision shall be final and binding. If the Employer should require an employee to go to some point other than his own home terminal to take an examina­tion, he shall be reimbursed for his transportation and meal expenses.
ARTICLE 25 
Posting of Agreement 
Does not apply.
ARTICLE 27 
Discharge and Suspension 
Section 1—Cause for Action
The Employer shall not discharge nor suspend nor take any other disciplinary action as respects any employee without just cause, but in respect to dis­charge, suspension, or other disciplinary action shall give at least one warning notice of the complaint against such employee to the employee in writing, with a copy of same to the Union, except that no warning notice need be given an employee before he is suspended or discharged if the cause of such sus­pension or discharge is dishonesty, or drinking of or
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under the influence of alcoholic beverages or illegal drugs while on duty or drinking of alcoholic bever­ages or illegal drugs on Company property, or reck­lessness resulting in serious accident while on duty, or failure to perform duties as assigned.
Section 2—Written Notice
Discharge, suspension or other disciplinary action must be by proper written notice to the employee and the Union. Warning notice shall have no force or effect after six (6) months from date of issue.
Section 3—Investigation
Any employee may request an investigation as to his discharge, suspension or other disciplinary ac­tion. Should such investigation prove that an injus­tice has been done an employee, he shall be rein­stated, and, subject to the facts, he may be compen­sated at his usual rate of pay while he has been out of work, or otherwise made whole for loss or injury suffered as a result of any unjust discharge, sus­pension or other disciplinary action.
Section 4.Appeal from discharge, suspension or other dis­ciplinary action must be taken within five (5) days by written notice and a decision reached within ten (10) days from the date of discharge or suspension. If no decision has been rendered within ten (10) days the case shall then be taken up as provided for in the Grievance and Arbitration Procedure of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 28
Transfer of Company Title 
Does not apply.
ARTICLE 28 
Voting Time
Each employee covered by this Agreement whose work shift would prevent him from voting on a day
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that has been designated for municipal, county, state or federal elections, shall be given the opportunity to report to his place of voting without loss of time.
ARTICLE 29
Separability and Savings Clause
Does not apply.
ARTICLE 29 
Washroom
The Employer is to maintain a clean, sanitary washroom with adequate toilet facilities and em­ployees are required to cooperate with the Employer in maintaining these facilities in a sanitary condi­tion.
ARTICLE 31 
Pension
Contributions to Fund are:
Effective_______________ , 1974 $ 8.00_______________ , 1975 9.00_______________ , 1976 10.00
It is agreed that application to the Central States, Southeast and Southwest Pension Fund shall be made to cover this group of employees and if accepted into the plan, the effective date for the Company to start contributions into the plan for coverage of these em­ployees will be agreed to jointly between the parties.
It is further agreed that these employees will re­main covered under the Company plan until such time as accepted into the Central States, Southeast and Southwest Areas Pension Plan.
ARTICLE 32 
No Discrimination
The Company and the Union agree that they will not discriminate against any employee or applicant
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for employment because of race, color, religion, age, sex or national origin.
ARTICLE 33 
Insurance
The Company policy on Health and Welfare shall apply for all employees coming under the jurisdic­tion of this Agreement.
The Company’s Dental Plan will become effective December 1, 1973, for full time employees. Any em­ployee hired after December 1, 1973, shall become eligible for dental coverage the first of the month following one year of full time service.
ARTICLE 34 
Radios
Does not apply.
ARTICLE 34 
Safety
Improved working conditions will be added when­ever and wherever possible. Under no circumstances will an employee be required or assigned to engage in any activity involving dangerous conditions _ of work or danger to person or property or in violation of any applicable statute or court order, or in viola­tion of a government regulation relating to safety of person or equipment.
ARTICLE 35 
Employee’s Bail
Does not apply.
ARTICLE 35
Bulletin Board
The Union may post notices of Union business on the Plant’s bulletin board.
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ARTICLE 36 
Lunch Period
It is understood that meal periods shall not be less than thirty (30) minutes and not more than one (1) hour, to be taken between the fourth (4th) and sixth (6th) hours of work.
ARTICLE 37 
Cost of Living
Is Article 38 in Egg Plant contract.The first cost of living allowance shall be effective the first pay period beginning on or after July 13, 1975.
The second cost of living allowance shall be effec­tive the first pay period beginning on and after July 18, 1976.
ARTICLE 37 
Management Trainee
In Egg Plant Contract.
The Company is permitted to use management trainees (limit 2) to perform work covered by the contract provided that an employee in the bargain­ing unit is assigned to the trainee to instruct and teach the work to the trainee.
The trainee shall not be a member of the bargain­ing unit.
The trainee will not be used in a supervisory ca­pacity until removed from trainee status.
TERMINATION
Is Article 39 in Egg Plant Contract.
July 15, 1974 to and including July 14, 1977.
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SCHEDULE A
Section A—Classifications and Rates of Pay
The following shall be the guaranteed minimum rates of pay and hours of work:
7-14-74 EFFECTIVE7-13-75 7-18-76CLASSIFICATION
Shipping and
40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk. 40 hr. wk.
Receiving Clerk 
Fork Truck
$4.01 $4.25 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
Operators
Egg Shell and Breaking Room Employees
3.90 4.13 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
1st 30 days 3.68 3.90 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 30 days 3.74 3.96 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.3rd 30 days 3.79 4.02 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter
Janitors
3.84 4.07 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
1st 30 days 3.56 3.77 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 30 days 3.63 3.85 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.3rd 30 days 3.68 3.90 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.Thereafter 
Maintenance Men
3.74 3.96 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.
1st 30 days 3.95 4.19 plusC.0.1. 6% plus c.o.l.2nd 30 days 4.01 4.25 plus c.o.l. 6% plus c.o.l.3rd 30 days 4.06 4.30 plus c.o.l. 6% nlus c.o.l.Thereafter 4.11 
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4.36 plus c.o.1. 6% plus c.o.l.
CLASSIFICATION 7-14-74 40 hr. wk.
EFFECTIVE 7-13-75 40 hr. wk. 7-18-76 40 hr. wk.
Breaking Room Floor Man 1st 30 days 3.79 4.02 plus 6% plus
2nd 30 days 3.84 c.o.l. 4.07 plus c.o.l. 6% plus
3rd 30 days 3.90 c.o.l. 4.13 plus c.o.l. 6% plus
Thereafter 3.95 c.o.l. 4.19 plus c.o.l. 6% plus
The above rates are based
c.o.l. c.o.l. 
on 8% increase in theclassification rate for period of June, 1974 to June, 1975, 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 38 for the period June, 1975 to June, 1976, and an additional 6% plus cost-of-living allowance referred to in Article 38 for the period covered June, 1976 to June, 1977.
Section B—Hours of Work
(a) Work Week
The guaranteed workweek for all regular em­ployees shall be accomplished in five (5) days.
rEffective October 6, 1974, the guaranteed work week for all regular warehouse employees shall be accomplished in five (5) eight (8) hour days or four (4) ten (10) hour days with two (2) consecutive off days.
(b) Daily Overtime
All time worked in any one (1) day in excess of eight (8) hours shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half (1%) the regular rate of pay.
Effective October 6, 1974, all time worked in any one day in excess of the scheduled hours shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half (1%).
(c) Weekly Overtime
Any hours worked in excess of forty (40) hours 
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in any one week shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half.
<d)All time worked on an employee’s first day off shall be paid for at the rate of one and one-half (IV2 ) times the regular rate of pay.
All time worked on an employee’s second day off when he was worked on his first day off that week will be paid for at two (2) times the regular rate of pay.
For employees on a four (4) ten (10) hour day schedule, effective October 6,1974:
All time worked on an employee’s first and second day off shall be paid for at the rate of one and one- half (114) times the regular rate of pay.
All time worked on an employees third day off shall be paid for at the rate of double time (2-times) when he was worked on his first and second day off.
(e) Call In GuaranteeAny employee called to work shall be guaranteed four (4) hours work or four (4) hours pay in lieu of work.
(f) Beyond Control
It is understood that the guarantee is contingent on no lateness or absence due to other personal reasons of the employee. It is further understood that this guarantee shall not apply in the case of partial or complete shutdown resulting from fire, flood, strike, or other circumstances which are be­yond the control of the Employer.
(g) Night PremiumAny employee who begins or ends his regular shift after 6:00 p.m. or before 6:00 a.m. shall receive fif­teen cents (150 per hour premium pay for all hours worked between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
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(h) SupervisorsIt is agreed that supervisory employees who are not subject to the provisions of this Agreement shall not be permitted to perform work on jobs covered hereunder, except in case of emergency.
(i)Where employees are worked in a higher classifi­cation they shall receive the rate of pay for the higher classification for the actual time worked. Where employees are worked in a lower classifica­tion, they shall receive their regular rate of pay for all work performed.
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BLS 2453c
FIRST/£alh U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Bureau  of Labor Statistics
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20212 
March 12, 1975
International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs Warehousemen and Helpers o f America ^716 Southwest Third S treet 
Oklahoma C ity , Oklahoma 73125 8%
Gentlemen:
Thank you fo r  your response to  our recent request fo r  a copy o f you*- 
agreement(s> between Safeway S tores, I n c ., Oklahoma and Texas and 
your Locals: #745, #886, #523, #878 and #47.
Your rep ly  made reference to  the fo llow ing  in fo rm a tion  which we d id  
not rece ive :
We would appreciate your sending us th is  m ate ria l so tha t our f i l e  may 
be complete. You may re tu rn  th is  form w ith  your rep ly  in  the enclosed 
envelope which requ ires no postage.
A copy of the current agreement
a n d  ,The number o f employees covered by agreement ..c «-»s (—2.
Enclosure
